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page twelve

page eight
College Life takes a look at a local wrestling organization out
of Hardin. Old School Wrestling appeared in Racer Arena on
Feb. 8 and will matcbup again at 6 p.m. Saturday in Hardin.

The Murray State
Racers extended their
winning streak to
four games Saturday
with a victory over
Austin Peay.
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Fire marshal investigates Minger Act violation
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The KentucJ..:y fire marshal is
investigating Murray Stare for a
violation of the Michael Minger
Act in assodation with a White
College lire last Monday night.
According to the official Web
site for the Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education, the

Michael Minger Act, KRS
The Minger Act was passed
164.948 to 164.9489, "requires after a fire in Hester College at
public postsecondary education Murray State on Sept. 18. 1998.
institutions and those private post- that resulted in the death of one
secondary education institutions 'student, Michael Minger, and the
licensed by the Council on Post- serious injury of another student,
secondary Education to report Michael Priddy.
The J>tate fire marshal'~ office
campus crimes to employees, &tudentc; and the public and to report received an e-mail notification
annually to the Council on Post- about the fire at 7:34 a.m. the folsecondary Education."
lowing Tuesday, more than 12

hours after the incident.
Susan Klimchalc, spokesperson
for the state Public Protection Cabinet, .said the investigation is concerning whether or not the notification was received in a timely
matter. She said the state fire marshal's office is in conversation
with the CPE to determine who
has jurisdiction, and consequently,
the authority to act if there was a

violation.
Klimchalc said the Minger Act
requires public universities to notify the fire marshal's office immediately following the incident.
"The language (in the Act) is
'immediately,'" Klimchak said.
"But the definition of 'immediately' is not defined clearly. and
that's what we're trying to determine."

Klimchalc said it is important to
adhere to the Minger Act so a situation like the Hester College fire
and Minger's death can be avoided
in the future.
Said Klimchak: "We want to
make all of the dormitories safe for
all of our students. so that's why it
is important that we pay close
attention to any tire. any potential
hazard, that puts the kids at risk."

jenny Hahrl/7ne Ne~vs

Kdrn Wurth!The News

Kani Wurth/ The News

Scott Sageser, senior from Shelbyville, Kerry Amis, senior from
Cadiz, and Travis Kruse, graduate student from Louisville,
enjoy drinks and music at The Big Apple last week.

Keys to apartments, duplues and houses line the walls or the
Coleman Real Estate office on U.S. 641 North. The owner says
be has about 100 rental units occupied by college students.

Goody's bone of many new retaU outlets in the Shoppes of Murray shopping center. Chelsea Stephenson, freshman from Murray, made purchases there Tuesday.

Students make impact despite recession
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFf W RITER

With recent economic downturns
across the nation, Murray State students have proven to be an asset to
the community.
"I feel like students are much
more important than any other entity we have in town right now," said
Don Elias, city administrator.
In 1987 Murray received the
Grand McNally designation as a
No. I retirement area in the country. After that. Murray experienced
a steady growth in areas from

housing to industry. Elias said.
Within a 10-year period, Elias
said 1.000 units of rental property
were added to the area.
Students are a vital part of Murray's residential situation . Clifton
Coleman, owner of Colemnn Real
Estate and Property Management,
said approximately I00 units of its
housing are occupied by students.
During the same 10-year period,
retail industry ha., grown significantly. Bu~ineo;ses such as WalMart Supercenter and Lowes have
moved into lhe area. Evidence of
students contributing to local

growth can be seen in retail sales.
John Hopkins. owner of Cheri Theaters. estimates that 40-50 percent
of his business comes from students.
Steve Andrus. Pier I owner,
agreed student!l were important to
business.
"Although only a mall percent
of my sales, the activity they (students) generate is invaluable,"
Andrus said.
Restaurants also have benefited
from the presence of students.
Robert Duniehun. co-owner of The
Big Apple. estimates that 40-50

Faculty voice opinions,
concerns to president
Alexander ~aid he would con.,ider the is.,ue, Cull said.
In April of 1999. Faculty Senate passed n propo~al to
change faculty contracts from 10 to nine month .... Call
In an effort to .improve faculty-administration rela- said the change was designed to increase the number of
tion.,, members of the faculty met \.\ ith president F. "research oriented" faculty at Murray State.
King Alexander.
"We are currently reviewing this b~ue and will try to
The meeting took place on Jan. 29 to present Alexan· address it in the future," Alexander :;aid.
dcr with faculty requests :md concerns that had gone
The Faculty Senate also requested a change in the
unanswered.
faculty health-care plan. During the pa~t few years, the
"The previous administration would not even have a University has not increased health·care funding. even
dialogue with us on many of
though heallh·care costs have
these issues ... we didn't get all "'~ The tone, and the fact that real risen, Call said.
of the things we wanted. but at conversation was taking place,
The Senate called for a
lea't he gave us an ansY.er." :-;aid
minimal percentage increase
was a real positive thing. ~ "
Terry Strieter. faculty regent.
equal to the annual increase ... in
In recent years. faculty
state appropriation~.
··we are currently lighting
requests and recommendations
BILL CALL
for no change or only very limithave gone unnoticed by the
Faculty Senat~ President
ed changes,'' Alexander said.
ndministrution, said William
Call. Faculty Senate president. These p<Lst requests were
Another faculty concern is the release of student
presented to Alexander at the ml'eting for consideration. course evaluations. Kern Alexander. fonncr Murray
"Some (faculty requests) were rca~onable and others State president. released these documents to the public
were not because of important political and fiscal reali- last year to which Faculty Senate objected. Call said.
ties." Alexander said.
"1 would liken committee to look at the issue in order
One issue brought before the president concerned to devise some recommendations that arc intended to
.salary policy. The Board of Regents passed a motion to make the valuations more infonnative and easier to
remove certam provisions in the policy nod Faculty access for ~tudents while also making the result more
Senate is responsible for the rewording. The rewording agreeable to faculty: · Alexander said.
was passed by Facult) Senate in 2000 but received no
comment from the current :tdministrntion, Call said.
see SENATE /16
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

percent of its business to students.
"Without the University. you are
just talking about another smnll
town," Danielson said.
In recent years, Murray/Cnlloway County has experienced a
slow economic downturn, not
helped by the recent recession,
Elias said.
Gi lbert Mathis, Murray State
economics and finance professor,
said University students play an
important role even during tjmes of
economic hardship.
"The student body being here
does protect it (economy) some-

what against the downiUms you
would expect during a recession.''
Mathi!> ,-;aid.
The large number of government
jobs generated by the students'
presence helps guard against a serious recession, Mathis said. The
University's presence creates about
6.000 jobs.
"A lot of the income here is government derived, and this is not
going to be as sensitive to economic downturns as a community that
was highly industrialized,'' Mathis
said.
The moM recent study, conduct-

ed in 1986 using 1985 data, found
students contributed around $34
million to the Western Kentucky
economy and approximately $20
million to Murray/Calloway counly, Mathis J>aid. He allded that the
numbers from the study could have
incrca.-;ed as much as 65 percent
because of increases in the price
index.
Said Mathis: ''Murray State students have a tremendous impact on
the economy of Murray/Caltoway
County because of the purchases
they make in Murray/Calloway
County."

Accreditation review
approaches, University
officials prepare campus
ment<; for accreditation are very
sp£,£ific, general requirements
ar~omething Murray State offi Murray State officials ure cials must evaluate.
preparing for the 2004 Southern
"Requirements
include
Association of Colleges and integrity in looking at the orga·
Schools (SACS) Commission on nization and enhancing the qualColleges accreditation review.
ity of the programs and services
Associate Provost Sandra wilhin the context of the misFlynn said prior to the review, sion. resources and capacity of
which is performed every 10 the University and creating an
years. universities must com- environment in which teaching.
plete nn internal review to ensure research and teaming occur:_,,"
standards for accreditation will Flynn said.
Flynn said altHough requirebe met.
"Thio; activity hac; become very ments do not normally change
important. not only in educalion- from review to review. SACS
al institutions, and it is consid- has changed the requirements
ered a ~trong component of suc- uflcr a two-year process of lookce~~rut corporations ,and relates
ing at the former requirements.
"The requirements for 2004
10 the whole area of using !'actual data to make deci,ion ... work- have changed completely,'' said
ing in team:... rather than in a Provost Gary Brockway. "SACS
bureaucratic hierarchy. and con-' i~ ~till dealing with assessi ng
tinuou:.. improvement," Flynn quality institutions and academic
said.
programs. but new :.tandards
Flynn said while some require- will look at outpul measures
BY MARCI OWEN
NEWS EDITOR

rather than input measures."
Murray State will be in the
first round of institutions
reviewed under the new criteria,
Flynn said.
"The new criteria are focused
on where the University is now
and where we need to go,'' Flynn
said . ··It will demand more data
than in the past, and the University will probably do more of an
internal review than in the past."
Flynn said accreditation repre·
sents several things.
"The institution has made the
internal effort to look at its mission. lhe success of its programs
in terms or academics and student services ..• use data to evaluate its success and, then. be
willing to chart a course for
imprpvement,'' Flynn J>aid. ''The
recognition or SACS accreditation is vital to the recognition of
the University in terms of its

see SACS /16
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Corrections
In the Feb. 8 edition of "The
News," Melanie McCallon was
quoted on page 16. McCallon was
not interviewed for the story.
Tracie Dycus was incorrectly
identified as Tracie Davis on the
front page of "The News."
In the Feb. 1 edition of "The
News," Andy Carr was incorrectly
listed as a freshman. He is a
sophomore from Owensboro.

p.m. on Feb. 19 in room 623 of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Hamilton, from Louisville, has
created several nationally recognized sculptures, including an
Amistad Memorial in New
Haven, Conn.
The presentation is open to
everyone and admission is free.
For more information contact
Duane Bolin at 762-6528.

College Democrats to hOst
Wickliffe research center open weekly meetings
looking for volunteers
The Murray State College
The
Wickliffe
Mounds
Research Center is looking for
voluntt>ers to assist its staff as
tour guides, in visitor services
and with special projects. The
first volunteer meeting is lO a.m.
March 2 at the Wickliffe Mounds
Welcome Center office.
The
Wickliffe
Mounds
Research Center is located on U.S.
51/60/62 in Wickliffe. It is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For
more information call (270) 3353681 or visit the Web site
http: I I campus.murraystate.cdu/
org/ wmrc/wmrc.htm or e-mail
wmounds@brtc.net.

Award-winning sculptor
to give slide presentation
Award-winning sculptor Ed
Hamilton will present a slide
presentation in honor of Black
History Month titled "Art,
P ublic Monuments and a
Response to Tragedy." The
presentation will take place at 7

tl1e

Democrats will have weekly
meetings Mondays at 7 p.m. in
the Curris Center Barkley Room.
All interested students and faculty are invited to join or attend
the meeting as observers. For
more information call Kyle Mullaney at 762-2464 or e-mail
kyle.mullaney@murraystate.edu.

Rotary Club accepting
scholarship applications
Murray Rotary Club applications for the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarships are now available for students plannmg to
study abroad in the 2003-2004
academic year.
Applicants must be Kentucky
residents and have at least two
years of University work experience. The scholarship fully funds
a student to study abroad .
The deadline to submit applications is Feb. 27. Students who
are not Kentucky residents are
advised to apply in their home

murray
~state

news

state.
For more information contact
Don Robertson at 762-6831 or
Mark Malinauskas at 762-3167.

Murray State to sponsor
cultural poetry reading

1874-1967."
The presentation will begin at 1
p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom. Both the luncheon and presentation are free and open to the
public. Those interested should email gwendolyn.thompson@murraystate.edu no later than Feb. 20.

Murray State is sponsoring a
poetry reading through the james
0 . Overby Kentucky History and
Culture Series titled "The
Affrilachian Poets: Frank X. Walker, Crystal Wilkinson and Bernard
Oay" at 7 p .m. Feb 18 in the Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Annex.
The term "affrilachian" was
coined by Frank Walker to
describe his identity, which combines African-American heritage
with Appalachian experiences.
Since then, several other African·
American writers at the University
of Kentucky have adopted the
term.

Students interested in an agriculture career will have the
opportunity to meet p rospective
employers w hen the School of
Agriculture hosts Agriculture
Day Feb. 27. The event will begin
with a Career Fair from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m . to highlight jobs in the
agriculture industry and will
conclude w ith the annual School
of Agriculture Award s Banquet
at 6:30 p .m .
For more information about
the School of Agriculture and
Agriculture Day call 762-3328.

Guest speaker to appear
at history conference

Murray State FFA to host
national celebration

Murray State's Xi Lambda
Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta will
host "The Jackson Purchase
Regional Student History Conference" starting at 8:30 a.m. Feb. 23
in the Curtis Center ballroom.
Undergraduate and graduate
work will be presented in L2 topical sessions followed by discussion. The Kentucky Humanities
Council is sponsoring a prt..'Sentation by Candy H. Brunk in conjunction with the luncheon titled
"Laura Scott: Kentucky Midwife,

The M u rray State Collegiate
Future Farmers of America is
celebra ting N a tion a l FFA
week Feb . 16-23. FFA hosts
several activities through out
the year, assisting local, state
and n a tional FFA ch apters.
For m ore inform a tion call
An d rew Stokes at 762-3327.

AgricuiiUral school to have
caner fair, awards banquet

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Taylor Ewing, assistant "ews
editor.

• PoliceBeat
Thursday, Feb.7
10:32 p .m. A residen t adviser
reported a fight at Elizabeth Col·
lege. A report was taken.
11:53 p.m. An officer reported a
subject was riding his bicycle on
Olive Street. He said the subject
smelled of alcohol and kept falling
off his bike.

Friday, Feb.S
1:01 a.m. Jed Clark, freshman from
Sedalia, was given a breathalizer
test and arrested in the Lutheran
Church parking Jot.
9:56 a.m. Heavy equipment was
stolen from the equipment room at
Regents College. A report was
taken.

Saturday, Feb.9
1:22 a.m. A fight was reported at
the Sigma Chi House.
4:36 a.m. Jeremy Reynolds, junior
from Calhoun, was issued his second DUI and arrested on Brinn and
Poor Farm roads.
10:05 p.m. A resident adviser
reported a suspicious smeU in Richmond College. An officer advised
the odor was not a controlled substance.

from Murray, was arrested at the
Alpha Tau Omega House during a
traffic s top.

Monday, Feb. 11
10:24 a.m. The Murray Police
Department requested Murray
State Police help w ith traffic control
for an accident on 16th Street and
Hwy. 121.
10:55 p.m. Caller reported a possible drunk driver on 12th and Chestn ut streets. The Murray Police
Department was notified.

Tuesday, Feb.12
11:54 p.m. A caller requested an
ambulance for a student having a
seizure in the Trio Building. The
student refused to be transported.
2:37p.m. A student reported a male
student took her money after she
dropped it at a basketball game.
The incident is under investigation.

VVednesday, Feb.13
8:33 a.m. A caller reported an oil
spill in front of the Fine Arts building. Facilities Management was
notified.
12:22 p.m. A caller reported the
mechanical room in Winslow cafeteria was filling with smoke.

Sunday, Feb.10

Motorist assist.s-6

3:33 a.m. Non-student Jamie Vance
was arrested in the Curris Center
parking lot for possession of mari·
juana and refusing a blood test.
6:06 a.m. Bradley Tomberlin, senior

Racer escorts-8

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Ewing, assistant news editor, from
materials prcwided by Public Safety.

.,The Murny Sbte News" ltrtYes to be the UniYe..., ~
b's source for lnfonnatioa.
Our goal II to present tNit lnfonutlon Ia a fair and •biased

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College LHe: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystate.edu

manner and alto pnMde a free and open forum for expreaion and

debate.
.,The MuJTaJ Stlte News" offers a hainds-on leamllll envl.,.......
............................

I

................. .

to the productioll ol• ....., ...,.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors should be free to develop their
own editorial •nd news policies.

• Exchange for up to one
full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to
attend schools
• Kentucky Residents:
• Use KEES money to
pay for your tuition at MSU
and exchange to another
university.
• Choose from l 74
colleges and universities.
• 2.5 GPA required at the
time of application.
• Full-time status required ~t
the time of application
• Some scholarships and
financial aid work with this
program.
• ·Application deadline for
Fall 2002/ Spring 2003 is Feb.
28, 2002.

No U.S. President has ever
been an only child.

ontact Dr. Meloan in Career Services for more in
Stop by 210 Ordway Hall, call 762-3735 or
e-mail ross.meloan@murr
.edu
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Doctors build prosthetic face
for man who suffered disease

Dalai Lama's illness
causes visit postponement

MACEO (AP) • Mark Tatum's new face looks
a lot like his old one, before a flesh-eating fungus
ate away his eyes, nose, cheeks and the roof of
his mouth.
The newly created prosthetic face he received
earlier this month fits neatly over the hole. Silicone skin blends with Tatum's skin tone, eyebrows are made from his own hair and the glass
eyes, from which he'll never See, match the
brown hue of the originals.
The mask is one of the largest prostheses ever
designed by doctors at the University of
Louisville Hospital, where Tatum went after he
was diagnosed in 2000 with mucormycosis, a
rare infection caused by fungi commonly found
in soU, spoiled food, bread and dust. The fungus
infects blood vessels, restricting blood flow to
the nose, mouth and eventually to the brain.

Man fatally shot after attempting
to rob a Louisville drugstore
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A man was fatal1y shot
Tuesday night after he attempted to rob a drugstore in Louisville, police said.
The victim, whose identity had not been
released, allegedly walked into the Ormsby Dispensary about 10 p.m. ESr and told a clerk that
he had a gun, according to Detective Bill Keeling, a Louisville police spokesman.
The clerk then shot the man before he fled,
Keeling said. The man died about a block from
the drugstore, Keeling said ..
No other injuries were reported.

Princeton authorities arrest
man on kidnapping charges
PRINCETON (AP) _ After a three-month multistate search, authorities on Tuesday arrested
and charged a Caldwell County man with kidnapping, Kentucky State Police said.
Gary Lee Pratt, 50, was arrested without incident at 9:16a.m.
police said.
Pratt was charged with kidnapping his 12year-old stepdaughter, Charity Dale Morse, on
Nov. 19, 2001. The girl was found in East Ridge,
Tenn., on Jan; 25. She was not injured, police said.
Pratt was charged with kidnapping and· possession of a handgun by a convicted felon on
Tuesday. He was lodged in the Caldwell County

csr.

Jail.

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) The Dalai Lama has called off his
North American tour that was to
include an April 13 appearance to
dedicate a temple at a Tibetan center in Bloomington.
The tour was canceled to enable
the Dalai Lama to rest after a recent
illness, according to a statement
from the Office of Tibet
The Dalai Lama, tX?, was admitted to a hospital in India on Jan. 27,
suffering from exhaustion and a
stomach ailment, and was released
Feb. 2.
The North American tour was to
include stops in New York, Boston
and Ottawa, Ontario, and participation in a monastic gathering in Kentucky.

Criminal Cupid swipes
florist's rose stash

3

•world
to two counts of securities fraud for
a scheme that resulted in a client
losing $68 million.
Enrique Perusquia, 48, of Jackson Hole, Wyo., is a former senior
vice president of Lehman Brothers and Paine Webber. He was
charged last month with five
counts of securities fraud.
On Monday, he told U.S. District Court Judge Claudia Wilkin
he funneled millions of dollars
from a client into gold mining
companies in exchange for kickbacks from 1992 through 1998.
The client's name was not
released.
If the judge accepts a plea
agreement between Perusquia
and the Securities and Exchange
Commission, Perusquia could
face more than six years in prison,
a $250,000 fine per count and
restitution of at least $68 million.

Elkader student dies of
bacterial meningitis

DURHAM, N.C. (AP)- A crimiELKADER, Iowa (AP)- A 16nal Cupid is being sought by police
after someone sawed a hole in a yea r~ld cheerleader at Central
wholesale florist's warehouse and Community High School h as
died after a short bout with bacmade off with about 6,000 roses.
The deed was done early Mon- terial meningitis.
Pam Storbeck, a junior, was a
day at Spell Wholesale Flori!it.
"They crawled through like a cheerleader who participated a t
rat," co-owner Barry Spell said as the school's district wrestling
he pointed out the tire-sized hole. tournament Saturday, said
The suspect then kicked in a wood- Superintendent Darwin Winke.
en interior wall and headed straight
She became ill Sun day and
for one of two big, walk-in coolers died Tuesday a t University Hosinside the large warehouse.
pitals in Iowa City, he said.
The cooler held roses of aU
Antibiotics will be given
shapes, sizes and colors, and the immediately to people w ho had
thief seemed to know to take only close contact with her, he said,
the very best, Spell said. The stolen while it will take three days
flowers are worth about $10,000.
before the strain of meningitis is
known and for vaccines to be
Stockbroker pleads guilty prepared for people who request
it. Bacterial meningitis c;an be
to investment scheme
spreaJ through saliva by such
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A for- things as kissing o r sharing a
mer stockbroker has pleaded guilty cup.

Milosevic challenges
legality of tribunal
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP) - In his first comments to
his war crimes trial, Slobodan
Milosevic on Wednesday challenged the legality of his arrest
and of the U.N. tribunal that is
trying him on charges of murdering and oppressing nonSerbs in a series of Balkan wars.
After nearly two days of the
prosecutors' opening statements, Milosevic was given his
chance to speak. But with less
than 30 minutes left before a
scheduled adjournment, he
declined to begin his formal
statement.
Instead, he demanded that
the trial judges respond to his
motions during pre-trial hearings that the court was illegal
and that his arrest and transfer
to The Hague violated the Serb
and Yugoslav constitutions.
Presiding judge Richard May
rejected his charges, and said
the court had already ruled on ·
its own legality.
Milosevic, a former Yugoslav
president, faces a total of 66
cotmts of genocide and other
war crimes during a decade of
strife in the republics that once
made up Yugoslavia. Each
count carries a maximum sentence of life in prison. U.N. tribunals do not have a death
penalty.

Security forces kill
four islamic militants
SRINAGAR, India (AP) Thousands of people took to
the streets in Kashmir on
Wednesday to protest the
alleged killing of a local resident by security forces, and the
army killed four suspected
Islamic militants in a separate

incident, police in the troubled
region said.
Nearly 10,000 protesters
forced shops and businesses to
close in Baramulla, .a town 40
miles north of Srinagar, the
summer capital of JammuKashmir state, a police officer
said on condition of anonymity.
The protesters accused the
army of killing state government worker Abdul Ahmed
Bhat outside his home on Tuesday after he accused some soldiers of mistreating his family,
the officer said.

Mavor Giuliani receives
1
knighthood from queen
LONDON (AP) _ Queen
Elizabeth ll made former New
York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
an honorary knight Wednesday, honoring his leadership
after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks in a pomp-6lled ceremony at Buckingham Palace.
New York's former fire commissioner, Thomas Von Essen,
and former police commissioner Bernard Kerik also received
royal honors for their work
after the attack that brought
down the World Trade Center.
Von Essen and Kerik were
made honorary CBEs, Commanders of the British Empire.
The three New Yorkers were
the last to be received by the
queen d uring a ceremony in
the gilded palace ballroom at
w hich a total of 104 people
were honored.

Israel raids three
Palestinian towns, camp
BEIT HANOUN, Gaza Strip
(AP) - Israeli troops raided
three Palestinian towns and a
refugee camp Wednesday in

the most extensive military
operation in the Gaza Strip in
16 months of fighting,
launched in reprisal for Palestinian rocket fire on Israel. Four
armed Palestinians and a ci\~1ian were killed.
Tanks withdrew from two
towns and the refugee camp
after several hours, but troops
set up positions in the third
town, Beit Hanoun, pitching
tents in a girls' high school and
in the town square. In house-tohouse searches, troops arrested
at least 27 suspected Islamic
militants.
Israeli Cabinet Minister
Ephraim Sneh said soldiers
would remain in Palestiniancontrolled areas of Gaza for
days, until rocket factories had
been found, and that the military would carry out more
large-scale, long-tenn raids if
rocket fire persists.

Governor says Taliban
used civilans as shields
TARIN KOT, Afghanistan
(AP)- U.S. warplanes dropped
bombs and fired missiles at
women and children escaping
an attack on a Taliban stronghold in the first weeks of the
U.S.-led war.
Jan Mohammed Khan, governor of Uruzgan province,
said U.S. warplanes were
apparently targeting Taliban
fighters he claimed used the
fleeing civilians as human
shields. A U.S. military
spokesman said the strike
only targeted a Taliban compound.
Survivors insistt>d there were
no Taliban among them or
even in sight

World Briefly is compiled by
Mnrci Owen, news editcr.

Friday, Feb. 15
1. Lawn and Garden Show ·· 3pm-9pm; RSEC; free; sponsored by Froggy
103.7.
2. Team Roping/Barrel Racing ·· expo Center; 3 pm; free; sponsored by MSU
Rodeo Team.
3. Musical "Pompadors and Poodle Skirts" 7pm; Robert E. Johnson Theatre;
free with I.D.
4. Dinner Theatre -- "Cliffhanger" a mystery comedy @ KenLake Hotel
Room C. Dinner @ 6pm, show @7:30pm; for reservations call
(270) 436-2399 by Wednesday.
5. Cinema International --"A Bard day's Night"; free; Curris Center
Theater; 7:30pm.
6. Playhouse in the Park -- Performance of "Pinocchio"; adults $9/
Students $8 @ Playhouse in the Park; 8pm.
7. Late Night Movie --"Usual Suspects" Curris Center Theater; 10pm, free
admission.

Sunday, Feb. 17
1. Woodlands Nature Station -- Day with the eagles Tour 8am-12noon. To
register, call (270) 924-2020; $32
2. Lawn and Garden Show -- 10am-9pm; RSEC; free; sponsored by Froggy
103.7
3. Table tennis Singles Tourney -- Curris Center Game room; 2pm; entry fee
$1
4. Indoor Soccer Tournament -- Beshear Gym. Team composed of 5 players.
Entry Fee $30. to enter or for information, call 762-6984

For information on weekend programs, call762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Saturday, Feb. 16
1. Rattler Entertainment -- Phat Comedy jam; Lovett
Auditorium; Tickets $7 advance/$10 door/; 767-9114.
2. Musical "Pompadors and Poodle Skirts." 7pm; Robert E
Johnson Theatre, free with I.D.
3. Playhouse in the Park -- Performance of "Pinocchio";
adults $9/students $8 @ Playhouse in the Park; 8pm.
4. Cinema International --"A Bard Day's Night"; free; Curris
Center Theater; 7:30pm.
5. Dinner Theatre ... "Cliffhanger" a mystery comedy @
KenLake Hotel Room C. Dinner @ 6pm, show @7:30pm.
For reservations call (270) 436-2399 by Wednesday.
6. MSU Rugby Club vs Tenn. Tech.; Intramural Complex; 1pm
7. Calloway County Boys Basketball vs Lone Oak@ 7:30pm.
8. Lawn and Garden Show -- 10am-9pm; RSEC; free;
sponsorsed by Froggy 103.7.
9. Team Roping/Barrel Racing -- Expo Center; 3pm; free;
sponsored by the MSU Rodeo Team.
10. Indoor Soccer tournament -- Beshear Gym. Team
composed or 5 players. Entry Fee $30. To enter or for
information call Jim Bauer 762-6984.
11. Woodlands Nature Station -- Day with the eagles Tour
8am-12pm and 1pm-4pm. To register, call (270) 924-2020.;
$32
12. Residential College Academic Comp. -- Curris Center; For
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What part of your
body would you
like to modify?
"My legs, so
they would
be longer."
BOWEN UU
sophomol'fl. China

CACNON'ot

GAs deserve compensation

..
"Height, just
to be a little
taller."

Our View
Issue:
MURRAY STATE
PAYS ITS

jAMES HUST
sen/or, Owensboro

GRADUATE
ASSISTANTS LESS
THAN ANY OTHER.
UNIVERSITY
RESEARCHED.
POSITION:

THE UNIVERSITY
SHOULD FULLY

"Lips,
because mine
are too thin."

COMPENSATE
GRADUATE
ASSISTANTS FOR
THE AMOUNT OF

LotUWILSON
junior. Murray

WORK THEY DO.

Although "The Murray
State News" has spent much
time discussing the University's policies in the last few
editions, another issue must
be brought to the attention of
the administration.
As a smaller percentage of
students on campus, graduate assistants often get overlooked.
For readers who are not
familiar with the exact definition, graduate assistants
are students who , while
working on their graduate
degree, accept a University
job within the department of
their chosen field of study.
A graduate assistant's job
description is fairly flexible
depending on the depart-

ment for which he or she is
working. Their duties can
range from paperwork to
working on departmental
research projects.
Their jobs give them practical experience in their field
of study. For instance, a student pursuing a master's
degree in sports psychology
might apply for a graduate
assistant position under a
University coach in the athletic department.
In this position, he or she
might get hands-on experience assistant coaching and
working with the athletes.
Although graduate assistants are receiving valuable
work experience. their paycheck does not compensate

them for their efforts. Compared with other universities
in Kentucky and Tennessee,
Murray State is paying its
graduate assistants significantly less money.
A measly $2,500 per year
is barely enough to live on
for graduate assistants, most
of whom live off campus
and are, by now, independent of their parents.
Many graduate students do
not have enough time to
obtain a second job to help
pay the bi lls, because of the
time obligations of not only
pursuing their master's
degree, but performing graduate assistant work as well.
Currently, Murray State
pays the least per year and

covers the least amount of
tuition compared to schools
such as Morehead State and
Austin Peay State University. These two state schools
are comparable in size to
Murray State, yet their graduate · assistants get paid
$5,000 per year and $7,350
per year respectively. Murray State graduate assistants
deserve an explanation for
the huge gap in payment.
Once again, Murray State
must strive to stay on par
with these other schools if it
wishes to not be singled out
for unfair treatment.
Graduate assistants are
doing real-world work that
deserves real-world compensation.

MSU must help prevent vandalism

"Sometimes I
would like to
be shorter."

In My
Opinion

PETAA RONCEVIC

sophomore. Croatia

Jenny Hahn/The News
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A DAM
MATHIS
" WHILE THE
WALK CAN BE
ACCEPTED,
VANDALISM
CANNOT."

Parking at Murray State- nlways a
lively discussion. A battle that i~
fought periodically.
Freshmen especially receive the
short end of the slick and are prone
to complain about this issue. Yet in
the past few weeks, a new dimension has been added ro an otherwise
stagnant debate: vandalized cars.
Few freshmen enjoy the interminable hike to their cars. yet it can
be accepted as the price freshmen
must pay.
While the walk can be accepted.
vandalism to the vehicles ...:annot. In
the past few weeks. numerous cars
have been vandnlized. ranging from,
spray paint to damage intlicted upon
the vehicle itself.
The reason this vandalism can
occur, in such numbers, is that fresh men are forced to park in the most
remote, unused section of Murray
State's campus: Stuart Stadium.
Parking at the stadium is comparable to parking in Central Park: virtually no security and no one

charged with preventing crime.
What Murray State has done by
forcing freshmt:n to park there is
tantamount to negligence.
There me several ,olution!\ to this
vandalism problem. The first. and
most obvious, is an increase in security.
The University should not only
increase the frequency of patrols,
but actually station '>ecunty there in
un effort to deter ..:rime. It is not
incredibly expen,ive and would
effectively stop crime (unless a
criminal was actually stupid enough
to attempt a crime in front of an officer).
A.ctually, the question should be
why has Murray State not done th1s
already'!
The second solution would be to
pay for repairs to all vandalized
vehicles. As far-fetched as 1t may
sound. there is actually some legal
reasoning behind the idea First, students pay to park on campus This is
not parking at the local Wai-Mart

where you take your own risks: students are paying for the privilege of
having their cal"'. parked securely.
Secondly, Murroy State dictates
our parking arrangement!>, and Murray State requires freshmen to park
in an unsafe location.
The third solution is to find a better place for students to park. It does
not have to be closer to the dorms, it
JUSt has to be 10 a populated area.
People. though they are the cause
of crime. are also an effective deterrent. In the past, Murray State ofticials have argued there are too few
parking places. I doubt there are too
few parking spaces, but if there are,
a new place to park should be built,
one that can be adequately guarded,
I must ask the question, "What has
Murray State done about the matter?" While "The Murray State
News'' has reported on the incidents,
l am uncertain of any other attempt
made to warn student'> about this
matter.
It should also be noted that we at

the newspaper were not told to
report on the issue; it was brought to
the attention of the ne\\ s editor who
decided to run the story.
At the very least, officials could
make announcements, cautionin~
student~ on the danger to their cars
and advising them to find other
parking arrangements.
As a student who"s car was vandalized, I am appalled by the Universjty's inaction in this matter. r
call upon our new president, F. King
Akxander, to investigate these incidents, and I hope other students will
do the 'ame.
I feel that Alexander, as our chief
administrator, b responsible for
maintaining some amount of law
and order.
''Peace in our time," is not a privilege; it is the right of anyone living
within a civilized institution.
Adam Mathis is a staff writer for
''The Murray State Nrws. "

• YourOpinion
Greek activHies support Murray,
strengthen University traditions
To the Editor:
Two weeks ago in "The Murray State
News," University President F. King
Alexander said, " ... Greek organizations are
the most segregated part of Murray State's
campus."
Segregation is defined as separation from
a main body or group. As an alumna of
Murray State and a soronty. I beg to differ.
I can't see how Alexander can say this without taking into consideration how much
support the Greeks give to Murray State and
the commun1ty.
While learning and scholarship are why
we came to college. all Greek organizations
have at least one philanthropic organization
that they rai~e money for and devote numer·

ous hours to, such as The Amencan Red
Cros!-1, The Ronald McDonald House and
local organi1.ations such a-; Necdline. Big
Brothers/Big Ststers and Main Street Youth.
Greeks often in'\'olve residential colleges
in these effons, such as the Alpha Delta Pi
Jello Slurp-off. nod some even go door-todoor in the commumty to accomplish their
effortS, such as the Si)!ma Sigma Sigmas
and the Alpha Sigma Ph1s a,k,ng Murray
residents to adopt animals from the Humane
Society.
After helping the communily, many
Greeb rind chances to holc.lleader~hip roles
on campus in addition to their roh:s in GreeJ..:
organi1ations. Grech hold 90 percent of the
leadership offices on campu~.
Mum1y Stat~'s sororities amJ fraternities
teach leadership and give leadcr:.hip opportunllle'> through workshops and hand.;· on
roles ns ofticer:-. and committee chairn1en

within the -.arious organizations. Greeks are
encouraged to join other campus organizations and community organiZations as well.
Greeks also contribute to school spirit.
We do th1s by going to sponing eventc; and
participating in halftime events; many Murray State athletes are Greek a'> well. Grc:eks
have a huge role 10 Homecoming events
such as the Homecoming parade and Tent
City. Greeh help bring thousands of alumni back to campus each fall. In return, many
of these alumni send money or their children to Murray State. This helps the Univer~ity gain fund~ and 'tudents and
!>trengthens Murray's economy.
Murray State's Greeks also are earning
awards on the national level for their support of the University, scholastic goals and
community work. Three Greek organizations at Murr..ty State are ranked No. I chapters in the nation.

Murray State and the community should
be proud to have these organizations on

campus. Our sororities and fraternities help
keep the Murroy Stnte traditions.
Lc:slie Haviland
Murroy State/Alpha Delta Pi alumna
Owensboro

Write to us
'1'he Murray State News" welcomes ~·om
mentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and mul\1 be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, clas~ifica
tion. title or relationship to the Unive11>ity.
'The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for sryle, length and content.
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Olympics no longer noteworthy
In My
Opinion

KEVIN
THOMAS

Maybe it's me. Maybe I am just not American
enough to care. but am I the only person who is
not watching the Olympics'?
I just cannot get motivated enough to turn on
the TV and watch grown men do their "short program." J can't find the motivation to care who
wins a hockey game between the Pittsburgh Penguins and the St. Louis Blues, so why would I
tum on the TV to watch the Ukraine battle
Switzerland? I am sorry, it just does not excite
me at all.
Why, you may ask, am r turned off by the
world's greatest showcase of athletes? Maybe it
i!i because I don't like winter sports. Can anybody tell me how curling be<.:ame an Olympic
sport?
I have seen some excellent athletes in this first
week of Olympic coverage. but those who participate in curling are hardly in the best shape of any
of the athletes. I am sure it is harder than it
appears and takes more practice than it looks. but
give me a break here, folks. Curling is not a

sport.
Curling is not the only sport that confuses me.
I am still a little confused on what the "skeleton"
is. Didn't I watch snowboarding during the XGames on ESPN? Maybe by 2006 there will be
Olympic dog sledding and snowman building.
The terminology for the winter Olympics is so
confusing. I have no clue what a "quadruple salchow" is. To me it sounds like a dog featured at
the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show.
Apparently, it is a type of jump for figure skating, but I think I am going to stick with my dog
theory.
The mai'n reason I just can't watch the
Olympics any longer is because they seem so
pointless to me. I am sure when the Winter
Olympics began in 1924, the novelty of competing against the world's best was very entertaining. Seventy-eight years later, it isn't.
If I want to travel to almost any country in the
world tomorrow. I could get on a plane and do so.
These competitors also do it. Most winter sports

'Five Points' program
initially intimidating;
end results rewarding
In My
Opinion

Two weeks ago Tuesday, a rowing teammate and I were asked to appear on an unfa-

miliar talk show called "Five Points," which
broadcasts from the MSU-TV I I studio in the
Doyle Fine Art'i Center.
For those of you who do not know (as I did
not), "Five Points" is a talk show based on
ABC's "Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher."
It usually airs on Mondays and Wednesdays
after Murray State's news show "Profile
• MSU," which begins at 6:30p.m.
"Oh. you'll be great. Skees! All you have to
do is give your opinion about current events
topics the host will present. You'll be geOd at
it," my friend Lauren assured me as I hesitated
to sa} yes. Realizing my fifteen minutes of
fame wasn't going to come from Opmh (not
anytime soon, at least), 1accepted.
EUZABETH
Current evenlc;, huh? f haven' t owned a teleSKEES
vision in a year. I thought to myself after I
up the phone. What do I know about cur"I WAS ABOUT TO hung
rent events'? I was informed that the show's
GET UP IN FRONT
producers were professional, so I figured they
would
take care of any grievances I had before
OF A CAMERA AND
the show.
TALK ABOUT
I arrived at the agreed time and met Justin
Young,
the .show's host. When I asked him
SUBJECTS I QUITE
what we were going to talk about, he gave me
POSSIBLY KNEW
a description of what "Five Points'' is: four
guests talking for about an hour about five topNOTHING ABOUT
ics given to us throughout the ~how.
WITH PEOPLE,
He guaranteed me it was not live and would
be edited. This wasn't the answer I was lookWHO QUITE
ing for, but I was new, so I assumed that's all
POSSIBLY KNEW
there was to it.
Shortly thereafter, the other guests arrived.
EVERYTHING
As the cameraman and producer set up everyABOUT THEM."
thing, I again a">ked what the topics would

have the world championships. How meaning· Winter Olympics. and except for a small minoriless does it make it that most of these same peo- ty of the population. no one cares.
The games used to be important. The games
ple competed against each other last year? Takes
away from the excitement, doesn't it?
used to mean something. Now the Olympics are
The Curling World Championships begin in nothing more than an over-advertised event that
April in Bismarck, North Dakota. The World we are supposed to watch.
Figure Skating Championships are held March
You do realize between Feb. 8 and Feb. 24
18-24, just in case you miss the Olympics.
NBC will have 375 hours of Olympic covemge.
So let me get this straight. The Olympics are Man, that is a ton of advertising. Is that really
very important, but the World Championships why NBC wants us to watch? Probably.
that are in a couple of weeks are just as imporOver the next week and a half I may try to
tant? Am l getting close here?
watch more than I have thus far. I may even try
I can see the conversation between competi- to figure out what a "quadruple salchow" is
tors. "Well you won the gold. but I will get you exactly.
But, if I don't figure it out during the
back in Bismarck in 2 weeks." Some may even
go like this: ''Olympic gold is mine, but I won't Olympics, I may just tune in a couple weeks
be satisfied until f out-curl you in North Dakota." down the road and watch the "ever important"
I understand this year's Olympics mean a lotto World Championships.
the United States. After Sept. II, that kind of
uniting on the part of this country is a stand
against terrorism.
Kevin Thomas is a senior public relations major
I just think that such a big deal is made of the from St. Louis. Mo.

HR· T SON,
GEOlGIA HAS DECIDfJ)
TO

til VE YOU A

BOXING LICENSE
UNDER ONE CONIJITION.

cover. This time l could tell Young was struggling to give me more information than wha.r
he ga\·e the last time without telling me what I
really wanted to know.
The blatant act of ignoring my question really Licked me off. I was about to get in front of
a camera and talk about subjects I quite possibly knew nothing about with people who quite
possibly knew everything about them. I prepared for embarrassment ao; a quiet Morm
brewed inside me.
The show started. and before I knew it, we
were on the first commercial break. That wasn't too bad, I told myself. My steam had leveled.
As the show went on I realized why we were
not told what topics we would cover. It was the
producers' way to ensure our discussion about
subject'l such as Pre.~ident Bush's effective..
ness, political correctneSs since Sept. II and
biases in the media was fresh and live. not
thought through and dull.
I personally cannot sit through an episode of
the real "Politically Incorrect" because I lind
Bill Maher annoying. However, my experience
of "Five Points" was in the end, enjoyable.
l was happy to contribute what I could to the
discussion and learned a lot from what my coguests- history chair Kenneth Wolf, journalism professor John Dillon and sophomore Erin
Richards - had to say.
In fact, I wouJd encourage other Murray
State student<; to participate in this show whenever asked.

0

-

Elizabeth Skt•es is a soplwmnre organi:.ational
communication major from Le.:cingron.

Return o ew rleans

'Operation road trip' : Mardi Gras or bust
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS
"THE TRIP
WAS BRIEF,
IMPULSIVE AND
EXTREMELY
IMPRACTICAL ...
AND WE
LOVED EVERY
MINUTE OF
IT."

With makeup-encrusted eyes and cigarettesmoke-infused clothes still clinging to me from
the previous night, I rolled out of the passenger
seat of my friend's Blazer last Sunday morning
onto the cold concrete. I had survived.
'*"'\
Cheery. 8 a.m. sunlight streamed
through the side of the parking
garage as I stretched and took a swig
of mouthwash.
Seven stories below and just a few
hours earlier. one of the greatest parties I have ever attended raged on the
streets below.
Welcome to Mardi Gras: land of
beads and booze. celebration and
sin: a crescending festival of lights.
c.:olors, spirits and people. A place
where partygoers fleetingly gain hundreds, if not thousand!., of friends and
play a small role in a carnival of outrageous activity.
I cannot say that driving down to New
Orleans at 5 a.m. on a Saturday. partying
all night, crashing in the car and coming
home Sunday aftemoon was the best
way to experience this annual event, but
for myself and four other free-spirited •
college students. it accomplished the
established goal: cheap. impulsive fun.
The spur-of-the-moment trip was a
first for me. I'm a planner: I like to have
appointments scheduled and arrangements confirmed. but somehow, the allure
of returning to New Orleans ("The News"
staff spent several days there for a medm
convention last October) sucked me into
suggesting the deal to my best friend four
days before the weekend.
ft was a college road trip at its finest. The
advenrure began in Durant, Miss.. when a

friend and I ended up in the back seat of a local
police car.
Although I hadn't broken any laws yet, 1 had
managed to run the Blazer out of gas (always
respect the flashing light. even if the gauge
DOES say there's an eighth of a tank left).
and we hiked to the nearest gas station
a..
for help. Thankfully, we

•

got a lift back to
the car, though it
did mean we had to

stare through metal bars and wait for the cop to
open our doors for us.
Hours later, we were yelling back and forth
going 75 mph to the Mardi Gras-bound guys in
the lane next to us, but lost their interest when
we refused to flash them.
We then amused ourselves by belting out rock
lyrics and holding up signs to the window that
read. "Honk for Mardi Gras," and "Show us
your - - ! " (insert desired body part).
After the journey, we unfolded ourselves from the car, changed clothes and
stepped onto Canal Street where we
snatched our lirst parade beads
and coins from the pa~sing
floats.
After some been; and
a direction check, we
headed to Bourbon Street
where we spent the
remainder of the night.
Interacting with people is quite possibly the
best part about wandering
the streets in the Big
Easy.
Perhaps the "ea!>y"going personalities of the
locals rub!> off on the
tourists. but everyone is
friendly. The free reign of
mind-altering
substances
probably contributes to the
amiable atmosphere. but I don't
think it's the sole factor.
. While I know the city has a
"dark side" and a high crime rate,
the remarkable friendliness and outgoing personalities of the citizens and vi~
itor~ captivated rne.

One time we headed down a side street and
struck up a conversation with a resident homosexual who was entertaining guests on the front
porch of his well-furnished, shotgun-style
abode.
The host graciously offered his bathroom, and
his eccentric friend insisted on marching us over
a few t11ocks to our first gay-bar, complete with
exposed men dancing their way down the bar
top.
Later. a couple we met at the same house
stayed with, and eventually walked back to our
car with, one of the girls in our party who got
separated from the group when Bourbon Street
reached its chaotic pinnacle.
Nearing 3 a.m.. it was impo~sible to walk
down the :o;treet: partyers just oozed along in a
shoulder-to-:.houlder, front-to-hack mass. tripping on two-foot piles of trJsh in the gutters and
shifting to avoid getting Hurricanes or other
drinks sloshed on their shirts (that is. if the male
or female was still wearing one).
Spending the last few hours of the night
searching for a lost friend wasn't the greatest
end to the evening, but we still had a great time
in the whole experience and deemed the trip a
success: nobody came home with any diseases
(we don't think). everyooqy kept thdr clothing
on (for mo)ot of the time. anyway) and everybody
got to come home proudly saying, "l went to
Mardi Gras."
The trip was brief. impulsive and extremely
impractical ... and we loved every minute of it. I
recommend every student join in the celebration
at some point in his or her college career- you
won't regret it.

Erin Richards is tlr~ opinion
Murra) State New-c."

~ditor

for "The

News
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·F unds unavailable for higher pay
BY MARCI OWEN
NEWS EDITOR

Jenny Hahn/ The New.~

A Golden Touch:

Rangsima Collins. The
Golden Touch owner, gives Jill Giannina., senior from Princeton, a massage In the Curris Center Monday.

Murray State' s graduate assistants may find me experience more
rewarding man me pay.
Greg Wurth. graduate student
from Paducah, said while he is
appreciative of the College of Education and Murray State for giving
me him me opportunity to work as
a graduate assistant. he believes it
is unfair mat other state universities pay graduate assistants a much
higher salary.
"Compared to other institutions,
I think MSU' s pay scale is a little
low," Wurth said. "Granted, I
chose to take the graduate assistant
position. and I accepted the pay
terms. But, it is kind of ridiculous
that graduate a-.sistants at Western
are getting twice the pay for the
same work."
Wurth said he believes attempt<>
should be made to make the pay
scale for graduate assistants more
similar from university to university.
"'There should be a flat statewide rate for graduate assistants
seeking their master's and then an
increase for those seeking meir
doctorate,'' Wurth said. "'This
would mak:e everything fair."
Shelia Haley. secretary/publication specialist for the provost
office. said the average pay for
graduate assistants is $2,500 per

year, but varies from department to
department.
''Not everyone is paid the same,"
Haley s'aid. " It depends on the
department. It depends on the
duties. Generally. in the department of .science, graduate assistants have more duties. Then we
have some that don't have a.s many
responsibilities."

Haley said lack of funding is the
reason Murray State's graduate
assistants receive less pay than
those at omer universities.
Haley said while the University
does not have me funding to provide larger paychecks for graduate
assistants, they have discussed
other options to make the positions
more appealing financially.

Haley said tuition reimbursements have been discussed, but
University officials have not been
able devise a feasible solution.
Said Haley: ..Yes, they have
talked about and looked at different ways to find the funds to
do that without having to cut any
of those positions in order to do
it ...

Christian fellowships plan mission trips for Spring Break
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFf WRITER

Murray Stare's Christian fellowships
are sending students across !he country
during Spring Break.
The BSU plan nussion trips every
year to send students across lhe nation to
minister to lhe public and perform community services.
This Spring Break, BSU students will
get !he opportunity to go to Nashville.
North Carolina and New Orleans; some
will stay here in Murray.
Marl.: Whitt, BSU minister, said funding for the trips will come partly from
students' own pockets. LOcal churches
Ryan Brooks/The News also help fund the trips.
All four mission trips will be differH.L. Hussmann, associate pastor witb Chi Alpha Christian Fellowent.
Whiu said. Student<; traveling to
ship, and Michael Brackett~ junior from Louisville, share the Bible
North Carolina will help repair bousing.

with a Jamaican local during a trip to tbe island last May.

Those traveling to Nashville will be
working with a group called Imprint
Ministries that builds houses in
Nashville.
"They're going to be working on
housing and also doing some social
ministry." Whitt ~d.
Those students going to New Orleans
will be doing some construction as well,
but with an interesting twist.
''It's what we call a mission lab."
Whitt said. "It's going to be a large
experience of doing different types of
mission wort. They' ll be doing creative
ministries in New Orleans, on the street.
in the French Quarter doing drama and
music."
The Murray group will be working
with Needline and the Senior Citizens
Center.
"A lot of times we forget our own

area,'' Whitt said. ''And students that
may not be able to devote the entire
Spring Break to mission work can still
be able to help at least a few days here in
Murray. So we're focusing not just out,
but also right here in Murray.''
Allison Webster, freshman from lexington. will go to New Orleans and said
she sees the trip as a great opportunity.
"I've always wanted to go there,"
Webster said. "I lhink it'll be a greai
opportunity to see that city,to make new
friends, serve others and get closer to
God. It's going to be an enriching experience- culturally and spiritually."
About 75 to 80 students will be traveling on !he mission trips. using church
and rented vans.
'The purpose of these mission trips is
to be the hands of Christ," Whitt said.
"And it's also a way to allow the stu-

~JPq CC~~rr

dent-; to serve and gain wonderful experience."
The Chi Alpha Christian organi1.ation
is also planning a mission trip for Spring
Break. They are. however, travelling a
bit further than Louisiana.
Chi Alpha is sending 16 students to
Brussels, Belgiwn. Mark Randall, Chi
Alpha's campus minister, said they
chose Belgium because two Murray
State graduates who were Chi Alpha
members are missionaries there.
'They were pan of Chi Alpha in the!
early 80s," Randall said. "So we're
going to spend a week there. wortcing at
a refugee church, sharing with !he pt»ple there."
The cost of lhe trip is $850 per student. The money come~ from tundraising and out of students' pockets.
Randall said he expects the trip to be
a fulfilling experience.

IFmfirr

, ~(00)~
Established to honor students who have made an
outstanding contribution in seJVice and leadership to the
unive rsity campus.

Criteria:

When: Tuesday, February 26, 2002
When: Curris Center,.3rd Floor
Time: 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM

Dress Professionally And Bring Resumes

1. Must be a December 2001 or May 2002 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change. (Can
accomplish goals and is of service to students and
faculty.
4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

Applications are available in th e Student Government

-=

~TID.Illifffl~Ir

JJ®lb JFmfirr

~®®~

As so ciation office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors, or whomever you Uke)
f

validating t he nominee's leadership capabilities must

When: Tuesday, February 26, 2002
When: Curris Center Dance Lounge, 2nd Floor
Time: 10:00 AM to 2:00PM

be submitted by

Noon, Friday, March 8, 2002
Sponsored by SGA

For more information, contact Career Services by phone at
762-3802, by e-mail at: career.services@mu"aystate.edu or
stop by 210 Ordway Hall.
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Students for Social Justice Banquet room to open in March
bring diversity to campus
STAFF REPORT

BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

Murray State' s campus
organizations became more
diverse recently with the
founding of Students for
Social Justice.
Club founder and president
Audra Jennings said she and
classmates in the mullicultural. class and gender studies
minor wanted to form an
organization to support that
minor.
.. We thought the minor
needed support," Jennings
said. "And we wanted to
forrn some kind of a scholarship opportunity for people
doing that minor."
Jennings said in addition to
the scholarship, SSJ was
formed with the intention of
providing
additional
resources to those currently
offered by the University.
"We started thinking about
buying resources like videos

and books that aren't offered
in the library," Jennings said.
" Those that deal with race,
class, gender and sexuality."
Another
organization
objective is to inject activism
into
a · campus
often
described as apathetic.
"Then we started thinking
more along the lines of
activism," Jennings said.
"There· s really no activism
on campus, and that's the
role we want to play. We'd
like to work with other organizations like the Women's
Center and Alliance, Murray
State' s gay and lesbian organization, and any other organization on campus interested in those same issues."
Staci Stone, English and
philosophy assistant professor and club adviser. said
Students for Social Justice
strives for equality.
··1 see this organization,
and programs like the MCG
minor as ways to educate stu-

dents so that they will work
toward social justice - equality for all people. " Stone
said . "Oppression negatively
affects everyone. and l think
students need to become
active. not politically, but
just take a stance on these
important . issues
get
involved."
The club has gained 14
members since its initial
meeting.
but
Jennings
expects membership to grow
as sLudents become more
aware of the organization.
Students for Social Justice
meets every Thursday. from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in room
105 of Faculty Hall.
"I think we' re aJI interested
in diversity," Jennings said.
"Most people on campus
have some awareness, but
what we'd like to do is arm
the students with the facts
about all these issues so they
can take a stand and participate actively in these issues."

Residential college students
find unwelcome inhabitants
happening .
" It' s not a normal occurrence," Wilson
said. "In fact, I can only remember two or
Murray State's residential c olleges may three times in my six years here that I've
have unwelcome inhabitants of which few heard complaints about mice in the buildare aware.
ings."
David Wilson, intc:rim housing director,
There have been mice sightings in other
said s tudents in Clark College recently residential colleges.
reported finding mice in that building. The
Amanda Lee. Richmond College resident
mice were seen in rooms and other areas of adviser, had a personal experience with
the building.
rodents in that building just prior to Winter
"We worked with faci lities management to Break.
try and address that, but we didn' t have much
"l was in my boyfriend's room, who's also
_ luck,'' Wilson said.
~
... an RA in Richmond. and I saw a mouse in
Wilson said his office had to call in a there. Actually, I think it attacked me."
pest-control service that came in and treatLee said she did not report the incident and
ed different areas around the building. has not seen another mouse in Richmond
Clark res ide nts were notified of what was College since.
B Y S EVERO A VILA
STAFf W RITER

I

A banquet room currently under construction at the
Regional Special Events
Center will be able to
accommodate
approximately 200 guests after its
tentative opening date in
March.
The 500.000 square-foot
room. tentatively called
The Murray Room, was
built originally as part of
RSEC but left unfinished
because of lack of funds .
"The room was an unfinished room, and we are finishing it." said Shelley
Chandra Field/The News
Todd. RSEC facility man ager. "They are pulling the A 500,000 square-foot banquet room is under construction In the Regional Special
drywall, drop ceiling, car- Events Center. Construction is scheduled to be completed in March.
pet and we finished it out duced in relation to a hotel devote to banquet room activities such as pregame
where it has two restrooms tax. and a percentage of construction. Clark Con - meals.
and a small holding that goes back to conven- struction of Murray is con··we'll be able to do bankitchen."
ducting the project and quets and catered meals."
tion facilities.
Todd said they were able
Todd said they had a began work the first day Todd said. "We'd even like
to finish the room because fundraiser and matched back from Winter Break.
to be able to hold wedding
of an $80.000 gift given by the Murray Tourism Board
Todd said the completed receptions and also just
the Murray Tourism Board. funds at the RSEC to equal facil ity will be able to have a general meeting
Todd said money is pro- a total of $160,000 to accommodate a number of area."

Students receive accommodations
BY TAYLOR EWING
AsSISTANT

News EDITOR

The Housing office is giving Greek
students living on campus the opportunity to reserve rooms next to one another
next semester.
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said he called .a meeting to
discuss the possibility of Greek students
reserving rooms near one another after
several Greek organizations expressed
interest to him.
''There was enough interest for me to
have a meeting to see how we can make
this happen." Robertson said. "I think if
there's a desire to get some Greek students living together to create a stronger
community. then that's a need we should
address."
Interim Housing Director David Wilson said the Housing Office will assist
Greek students in re~rving rooms close
to one another, but will not move all
Greek students to one residential college
or create all-Greek. floors.
"If there are women living at Regents

that are Tri Sigmas and they want to Jive
together. then we will help them reserve
some rooms close to each other," Wilson
said. "But it would not be a situation
where aU the Tri Sigmas on campus
would move to Regents."
Wilson said in order to organize room
reservation!i, each Greek organization
will submit a list of students who want to
reserve rooms near one another.
"They' ll have one person from each
sorority or fraternity with a list of students who want to live together," Wilson
said. "And we'll work with them to find
rooms close together."
Wilson said it is not only Greek students who have the opportunity to
choose their neighbors when reserving
rooms.
"Honestly. the decision was students
can (reserve rooms ne~t to one another)
anyway right now. It' s just a matter of us
helping them if we could;' Wilson said.
"We wouldn't displace anyone or move
anybody out so someone could be
together. but we can work with them to
try to get closer together."

Robertson said helping Greek students
reserve rooms neltt to one another will
encourage them to live on campus.
" If we can meet their needs and the
need of the residential college. then that
is something we definitely want to do,"
Robertson said.
,
Robertson said there will not be allGreek floors so Greek and non-Greek
students will have the opportunity to
interact.
"One reason we wanted clusters of
groups and not all-Greek floors was so
Greeks and non·Greeks will still be livlng together," Robertson said. ''So
(Greek students) can be a part of both
Greek and non-Greek communitie!i."
Wilson said although Greek students
will have the opportunity to live near
one another, they will not be segregated
from non-Greek students.
Said Wilson: " We wouldn' t really
move everybody together on one floor or
have just one building that has all. say
Pikes, in it, because it goes against the
residential-college model."

Sit•• P
JOI! PI Class
Brandon Andenon

Adam Partin

Adam Bittel

Nick Rexlng

Kurt Brown

Kyle Rhone

2.

S. Elective IDstructon: Dl'lllDla/t::·~·trJr.OO.IIlitalu;
physical education

AIMS

Ord..,

ATTN: DoriS Clark·Parluua., DireCtor, 90S
MUJray State UDlvenlty M~, Ky 42071

ConQratulations
B81l

To all the brothers

College Life

COUEGE LIFE EDITOR: EMilY BLACK
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AsSISTANT C OLLEGE LIFE EDITOR: SCOTT GIBSON
PHONE:

This Week
•Garden
ShowHome, Lawn and
Show,
Garden
Regional
Special
Events Center. Free
admission.
•Rodeo- Team Roping and Barrel Racing. 3 p.m.. West
Kentucky Exposition
Center. Free admission.
•Play- ''Pinocchio,"
8 p.m., Playhouse in
the Park. $8 for students, $9 for adults.
•Late Night Movle"Usual Suspects," 10
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

• saturday
•Gard en
ShowHome, Lawn and
Garden
Show,
Regional
Special
Events Center. Free
admission.
•Rodeo- Team Roping and Barrel Racing, 3 p.m., West
Kentucky Exposition
Center. Free admission.
•Play- "Pinocchio,"
8 p.m., Playhouse in
the Park. $8 for students, $9 for adults.

• sunday
•Garden
ShowHome, Lawn and
Show,
Garden
Regional
Special
Events Center. Free
admission.
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: IS a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Table Tennis- Singles Tourney, 2 p.m.,
Curris Center game
room. Enr:ry fee $1 .
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•History
SeriesJames 0. Overby
Kentuck'y History and
Culture Series, poetry
reading, 7 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.

• tuesday
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m..
CuJ;'ris Center Tennessee Room.
• History
SeriesJames 0. Overby
Kentucky History and
Culture Series. slide
lecture, 7 p.m., Fine
Arts Building room
623.
•RecitalFaculty
Recital, 8 p.m.• Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

• wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting. 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m .. Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

762-4480
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Wrestling headlocks Murray
BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE liFE EDITOR

When many students think of wrestling,
they picture World Wrestling Federation stars
such as the Rock and Stone Cold Steve Austin
and never think about their friends and neighbors jumping into the ring. However, that is
j ust what happ,ened on Feb. 8.
Although they may not be WWF Superstars, the team from Old School Wrestling left
its mark on the Murray State campus when it
performed at Racer Arena.
"This is the first time l can remember having something like this here,·• Jim Baurer.
Curris Center director, said. "As the evening
went on the matches got better. I think the
evening ended on a positive note for everybody."
"We have done shows at Hazel Days,
Hardin Days and the Marshall County A and I
Fair," said Jamie Phillips. owner of Old
School Wrestling. "However, Murray State
was the biggest arena that we had ever performed in. I haven't heard actual numbers
from the event, but I thought attendance was
great."
Phillips said he began Old School Wrestling
after traveling on the wrestling circuit and
growing tired of some of the activities be was
encountering on the road.
"I had a l 0-year-old daughter traveling with
me and some of the shows had become really
vulgar,'' Phillips said. "I got tired of seeing
that and decided to start my own independent
wrestling organization."
Phillips said after he trained professionally,
he began training others who were interested
in working in the wrestling business and performing in a local wrestling show.
" I also work at a nursing home, and we performed a simple show on mats for them, and
after that we .started putting on bigger shows."
Phillips said.
.
The Old School Wrestling shows are usually performed in the Hardin Community Center in Hardin every other weekend.
"l started in Hardin because it was my
hometown and the city had a building that we
could use to put on our shows at," Phillips
said.
Phillips said he got the idea for Old School
Wrestling's name after watching an ESPN
sports show about old-school sports that featured wrestling.
''Tt showed the kind of wrestling that I grew
up on and really enjoyed." Phillips said. "I
was raised on Memphis wrestling and the
Four Horsemen. I decided that I wanted to get
back to the old style of wrestling and that is
where 1 got the name from."
Phillips said most of the wrestlers who perform in Old School Wrestling are trained at
the Old School Wrestling training program.
However. some are contracted wrestlers who
contact him about performing in c;hows.
Phillips said those who are interested in
wrestling training should contact him about
setti ng up an appointment and a training
schedule.
"We teach them how to fall and take
bumps," Phillips said. "We basically teach
them how not to get hurt. I've been lucky

because. so far. I have not had a single injury
in the ring."
Phillips said the wrestlers themselves are
usually responsible for developing their own
stage names and personas.
"The person and myself sit down and try to
come up with a persona for them." Phillips
said. "Most of the time they already have
something planned. When I was little and
dreamed of being a wrestler 1 already knew
what entrance music I wanted."
Although Phillips said he is happy performing Old School Wrestling in Hardin. he would
like to come back to Murray and possibly perform in other area~.
"Our idea is to just hasically give it II 0 percent and see where it goes from there,"
Phillips said. "I am just happy we were able to
get ~tatted and put on shows at all. If Murray
invited us back today we would be there to
perform tomorrow night,."
Despite whether Old School Wrestling is
performing in the Hardin Community Center
or Racer Arena, Phillips said he is just happy
to be wrestling at all.
"[ have loved wrestling all my life," Phillips
said. "I have always we~nted to wrestle."
Old School Wrestling's next performance
will be at 6 p.m. on Saturday at the Hardin
Community Building. For more information
about tickets or training with Old School
Wrestling, phone (270) 437-4328.

Photos by Ryan Brooks/The News

(a bove) Wrestler s fro m t he O ld
School Wrestling program in Hardin
per fo rm a basic wrestling move during t heir show {n Racer Ar ena on Feb.
8. This was the wrestlers first appearance in Racer Arena. (below) O ne
wrestler .s oars through t he a ir In
order to slam his opponent through a
table dur ing the fin al match of t he
evenipg.~ Old School Wrestling's next
'lerforma nce will be at 6 p.m. on Saturday in the Hardin Community
Center.

Center provides assertiveness training
BY TON YA BRI DGES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There is hope for the chickens of the world.
The assertiveness training group, faci litated by Jane Etheridge. Women's Center director, is held every Thursday at 12:30 p.m. in
Ordway Hall.
Anyone who feels they have an assertiveness problem - student, facu lty or staff - is
welcome to call the center and join the 10week program, Etheridge said.
This semester, the group has reached its
maximum capacity of 14. Etheridge said the
group is so popular some semesters that two
or three groups are formed. In fact. Etheridge
said assertiveness is such a widespread problem. there is a "Complete Idiot's Guide to
Assertiveness" and a Web site, assertiveness.com.

"Non-assertive people worry about making
a bad impression on everyone," Donald J.
Franklin said on his Web site. psychologyinfo.com. "They also worry about looking foolish in front of others and are fearfu l of negative consequence~ all the time."
Etheridge said the program i~ intended to
meet a variety of student needs.
"!The group is for) anyone who recognizes
they don't really feel comfortable in expressing their wants. needs, opinions or ideas.
have difficulty saying no or, in ~orne cases,
are too aggressive," Etheridge said.
The group uses different methods to help
deal with assertiveness problems. One
method includes looking at various communication styles, such as passive or aggressive.
"h"s hard to know truly what assertiveness
is until you get a !>ense of what these other
communication pallems look like," Etheridge
said.

The group also talks about how to use the
right tone of voice to convey the correct
meaning of words.
"We can choose very assertive words, but
our tone of voice and our body language may
communicate something very different,"
Etheridge said.
One of the groups' favorite methods,
Etheridge said, is role-plays.
"We do tons of role-plays, which. actually,
people always dread, and that's the best part
of the group,"Etheridge said.
In role-plays, members of the group wi ll
come in with situations they nrc facing. One
member will act out the part of the person
they arc having problems whh while someone else will play the member dealing with
the actual situ~tion. Then they will switch,
and the member will step buck into his or her
own role.
Group members deal with situations rang-

ing from parents hanging tuition over a student's head to a new faculty member feeling
other department members are delegating too
much.
:'Part of the beauty of the group is that people can't wait to see how others' situations
turned out," Etheridge said. "We touch base
with each other, and that makes people feel
valued and important. and I think that's part
of what makes it work."
Etheridge said the group might not be as
successful for some as it is for others, but
they all make progress.
"I think a lot of people come out with being
more assertive literally," Etheridge said.
"They're practicing it more. Others are much
more aware of their own communication
styles and what c hanges they want to make.
They may not be making the m yet, but
they're on the road to starting to do that."
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• thursday
•Debate- Board of
Regents Debate, 8
p.m., Wrather Museum Auditorium.
•Cinema International- "The Cup,''
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.
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Beatles hit big screen

I. Alan Jackson - "Drive''
2. Creed - "Weathered"
to be more than just a passing
BY K YSER LOUGH
3. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid
fad, along with Beatlemania.
STAFF WRITER
Theory)"
"The producer tried to cash in
4. Ludacris - ..Word of Mouf'
Cinema International revtsJts on what was thought to be an
5. Nickelback - "Silver Side the British invasion this weekend ephemeral theme, but it turned
Up"
Source: Associated Press as it presents ''A Hard Day's out to be a lasting and important

• movies
1. Collateral Damage
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger
2. Big Fat Liar
Stamng Frankie Muniz
3. RoUerball
Starring Chris Klein and LL
Cool J
4. Black Hawk Down
Starring Ewan McGregor
5, Snow Dogs
Starring Cuba Gooding Jr.
Source: Assoctated Press

•books

Night" tonight and Saturday
night.
"A Hard Day's Night" is a
movie based on 36 hours in the
life of the Beatles and follows
the foursome through a musical
adventure filled with laughter
and fun. It starts by showing the
four band members at a train stal ion frantically trying to escape
from a hoard of screaming fans.
The action and laughs never stop
until lhe credits roll.
The entire film is interlaced
with musical performances by
the Beatles, including "Can't
Buy Me Love," "I'm Happy Just
To Dance With You., and the
title song, "A Hard Day's
Night."
The movie stars the Beatles
themselves: John Lennon, Paul
McCartney, George Harrison
and Ringo Starr.
Tbe movie was never expected

1. Phillip C. McGraw - "Self
Matters'
2. James Patterson - "1st to
Die"
3. James Patterson- "A Painted House"
BY ScoTT G1asoN
4. Edited b)' Jo)'ce Reardon,
ASSISTANT COllEGE liFE EDITOR
Afterword by Steven Rimbaurer - "The Diary of Ellen
Amidst "top five" acts like Alan
Rimbaurer: My Life at Red
Jackson,
Creed and Nickelback,
Rose"
crooner
Chris Isaak reigns
5. Nicholas Sparks - "A Walk
supreme.
to Remember'

lilm," said Mike Waag, Cinema
lmernational chair.
Waag said he selected "A Hard
Day's Night" because of its historical importance.
"It's lime to revisit the Bealles: some of us still have romantic memories of those times," he
said.
So far lhis semester, Cinema
International has had decent
attendance, Wang said.
"We've had an average of
about 60-70 people per showing,and a maximum of maybe
150 at one time,'' he said.
Looking to the future, Waag is
trying to get a few renovations
done to the Curris Center Theater to expand what Cinema
International can offer students.
"I would really like to revamp
the theater, make it more like a
real theater so that we could
show commercial films along
with the international films we

Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.theonion.com
This week's offerings include
"Woman who cla~ms book
changed ·her life has not
changed" and "Vanquished
foes skull makes surprisingly
bad wine goblet." This site is a
must for anyone with a sense
of irony.

Since 1985, Isaak has been
straining his moody baritone in a
variety of lonesome blues songs.
Now, 17 years later, Isaak has
released his eighth studio album,
"Always Got Tonight."
Isaak has made a profitable
career
playing
mournful,
restrained songs and has often
delved into a mix of rockabilly
and pop. " AJways Got Tonight" is
filled with tunes similar to some
of Isaak's better songs ("Wicked
Game," "Somebody's Crying"

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Art Gallery - If you want to
check out some great local art
then head over to the Clara
M. Eagle Art Gallery and
check out the latest show,
"Amplify," at 7 p.m. on Sunday.

•1 hour drive
boxoff.com

Cinema International will show the Beatles classic fl.lm "A Hard Day's
Night" at 7:30 tonight and Saturday in the Curris Center Theater.
already show," Waag said. " If
we could get a decent :-.ound sys- .
tem and a 35-millimcter projector, it could be more like a firstclass theater."
Some of the films Waag would
like to s how include independent
films and commercial film<> that

are not released in Murray. He
also would like to bring films in
between going out of a theater
and being released on video.
''A liard Day's Night" will be
shown at 7:30 both nights in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission is free.

Isaak makes love with words
and "Baby Did a Bad Bad
Thing"J.
The most noteworthy song is
"American Boy," the extended
version of the theme song to
Isaak• s television show, "The
Chris Isaak Show," This soft rock
tune proves that lsaak is a ladies
man first and foremost. It also
reveals Isaak's rock sensibility is
still in tact.
"Always Got Tonight" opens
with the song "One Day." Sounding like some of Isaak's older
music mixed in with ~orne Walltlowers, ··one Day" is a soft.
upbeat tune about wanting to
spend just one lllOf'(W.!ay with that
someone special.
"Life Will Go On," a slow,
woeful song. is calm, yet still con-

Road Trip

tains Isaak's romantic angst. This
lamentation could be perfect
background music for n stereotypical slow-motion. rain-soaked
scene near the end of a movie,
immediately after the main couple
has split.
It is followed by the title track,
a song that covers more moody
terruin. Pan pop. part country.
"Always Got Tonight" resembles
songs by Isaak's mentor, Roy
Orbison. This "Pretty Woman"esque song is about a break-up.
Isaak b asking for just one more
night with his past lover before
she moves on to her new fella .
"Notice the Ring,'' a nice little
rock melody, contains a hint of
Jethro Tull mixed with a :-lightly
edgier sound than Isaak has pro-

duced thus far on the album. In
this song, Isaak makes a move
toward a woman, then abruptly
stops when he sees she's married.
The strong guitar and heavy
drums make this the most upbeat
rock song on the album.
l o;aak instantly changes pace
again with "I See You Everywhere." Sounding like Lyle
Lovett, Isaak sings about a lover
that he just cannot get out of his
head .
As always, Isaak's songwriting
skills nre top-notch, and the lyricl>
are all about the mysteries of Jove.
If Valentine's Day slipped by
unnoticed. and you didn't get your
sweetie anything special, you've
always got tonight to go pick up
Isaak's newest release. Grade: A

Paducah- If you didn't get a
chance to do anything for
Valentine's Day, then head
downtown and grab a meal at
one of the area local restaraunts such as Jeremiah's,
Whaler's Catch or C.C.
Cohen.

•2 hour drive
Memphis - If you are in the
mood for a good concert then
head down to Memphis and
get "One Step Closer" to
Linkin Park at 7:30 p.m. on
Saturday at the Mldsouth
Coliseum. Tickets are $28.50.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Lexington - If you just can
not get the "Ally McBeal"
theme song out of your head
then ·take a trip to Lexington
and hear it live when Vonda
Shepard performs at 7:30p.m.
on Sunday at the Lexington
Opera House. Tickets are
$24.50 to $34.50.

The gentlemen of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to cordially invite
the following ladies to a night in their. honor, Feb., 21 at 10 p.m.
C<:>urtney .A.ller1.
JV\.a.cy A n d r e w s

JV\ea.ga.n Da-vis
Wen.dy Da.vis
Whit~ey Ar~e>ld
La.r1.e Denn.ison
Ca.ssie A y r e s
.Jer1.ni:f'er D e V a n e
Sa.ra Ba.iley
Stephanie DeVane
S h a y Ba.rr1.es
Cheryl Dever
Eliza.beth B a r n et t
L i z z y De>nahower
S h a rl er1.e B e c k e t t
K e l l y Dra.ne
Brea. Ber1.r1.ett
J a . y m e C>LJ.n.can
Elisha. B e r r y
T<:>.ni D u n c a n
JV\eridith Berrry
Katie Dunman
Sara.h BeyeCi
Terra. D u n n
La. u r a B i l l s
Sa.ra.h E.J li<:>t
Dia.ne B i s h
.Jer1.n.if'er E.r1.e>ch
Sta.cy Fa.n.te
S t e p h a . n i e BlacJ..qey
Becky Fatheree
A m a n d a B<:>vchert
Detree>us B o r o s
L i z Fa.theree
A m b e r F<:>wler
A p r i l Bra.cl.cly
La. ura. B<:>e>k
JV\ereclith G a t e s
J e s s i c a Brown.
:A.shley G i v e n s
Ca.milla. Buck.ir1.gham Cy.nthia. Gla.ss
Chelsea. BLIIla.rd
A s h l e y Gra.ves
E m i l y 13Ltrrough s
Susa.n G r e e n
W h i t n e y B'Lirroughs
K.a.ci G r e e r
Shea Butler
A s h l e y H ailste>r1.
Amar1.da Ca.rter
A udrey Ha.milton
B e t h Har.ney
Pila.r Casa.do
Da.na C:a-ver1.der
Susa.n H a t c h e r
Jen.nif'er Cha.dwick.:
A s h l e y Her1.sley
Rebekah Chansler
Kelly Heppner
Ale.x.ina C h a r e t t e
J e s s i c a Higdorl.
Jessica Cherry
K r i s t i n a Hi.nkabJne
Ja.n..na C:h.<:>ate
A s h l e y Hogan.c:amp
R e g i n a C:la.rk
~hlt.ney H o l l a n d
Sta.cey Cla.rk.
H e i d i He>lmes
Christir1.a. C l a r k e
A n d r e a H<:>rn
E m i l y Clea.-ver
C r y s t a l Hutchise>n
Christian Irwin
La.urer1. Clir1.e
JV\.eri Jamese>n
Sta.c:y Ce><:>k.
JV\egar1. Ce>e>per
Ca.sey Jer1.k.ins
JV\.elissa. Cre>nch
A s h l e y .Je>hrlSC>rl.
A s h l e y Cre><:>k
Da.wn .Je>h.nse>n
Christiar1. C r u c e
.Jer1..nif'er .Je>hn.se>n
Tor1.i C r u m b
JV\a.ri Je>lly
Chrissy Da.bbert
K r y s t a . l Je>r1.es
La.'Lira Da.V'idsorl.
La.uren .Je>nes

-

JV\eaga.n Kea.lin
Andrea. K e e n
.Je>anr1.a K i n d
Kati~ K<:>nra.cl
Ela.na K o r n e g a . y
L e a h K<:>ster
E.ryn L a B o n d e
JV\ega.n La'f'e>lette
K e l l y La.JV\ar
Krister1. Lark.ir1.s
Janna Lawless
H e a t h e r Laws<:>n
Tara. L i g g e t t
A p r i l L<:>n.ge>ria.
Keisha Lusk
JV\arga.ret JV\art:ain
B e t h JV\artin
H e a t h e r JV\artin
Je>Ann JV\athis
L a u r a JV\attir1.gly
R e b e c c a JV\edle>ck
L i n d s a y JV\elt<:>n
Ama.nda. JV\.I l l e r
Andrea. JV\iller
E m i l y JV\iller
Bra.ncli JV\inter
B r i d g e t JV\itchem
JV\a.rilee JV\orga.n
S a ra.h JV\orga.n.
Reaga.n JV\ort<:>n
.A..ndee JV\e>sler
J e n . n y JV\e>ss
JV\lllie N e s b i t t
Nice>le Newbe>ld
J e n n i f ' e r C>liveri<:>
E l l e n c:>rndorf'f'
C h e r y l C>stir1.g
JV\ary S u s a n Pa.rtin
Ama.n.da Pate
.Jenni:f'er Payr1.e
Lir1.dsey P e n n e l
Eileen Perce
Sa.ra P e r d u e
Kelli Petermeyer
Leslie Petway
C o u r t n e y P'e>lle>ck

Lauren. .P'e>rter
S a r a h .P'e>well
Tiffany Prater
A.Jli.se>r1 P r i c e
.Ameancla Pro:f'f'itt
1V\a:ry Ar1.n Ra. p p
Jessica Reed
.Auk:je R e e v e s
K e l l y Ree-ves
A n d r e a ReY,"ne>lcls
Rac:ha.el R o d g e r s
.Johnr1.a. Roet:teis
Amy Ross
K a y l a R u d o lp h
J e n n if'er Shedr.lck.
Jessica. S h a w
Uen..ara S h i p 9
K r i s t i n S l a.ter
Ashley Smith
JV\eli.ssa S m i th
B r i t t a n y S<:>wel l
Jill Speicher
Kacey starr
Da.ne S t a r B e s
C:e>urtney S u t h erla.nd
Natalie Sutton
Landy S yler
J e n n i f ' e r Teas l e y
Faith Terry
Kristi Tidwell
L..inclsa.y T<:>e>ley
JV\eredith Vanderf'e>rd
B r i t t a n y : V ar-ve l
Annie W alker
Rachael Walker
S t e p h a n . i e W ats<:>rl.
Lindsa.y W e b e r
Allise>n W e b s t e r
Robin W ilhel m
S a r a W il l iamse>n
Katie W ilson
JV\onica. W i l s o n
Jennif'er Young
L e i g h An.n..e Ziba.rt
Shana.h Z i g l e r
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Theater brings '50s
BY SCOTT GIBSON
ASSISTANT CatlEGE IJFE EDITOR

Throughout the years. Murray State's theater an~ dance department has brought the
community together with children's producttons ~uch a_, "Pocahomas" and "Sruan Liule."
This year the theater and dance depnnment
pre~ents" "Pompadours and Poodle Skirt~." a
story about the J-tudents of Grant High School
m the mid 1950s.
"It's a '50s-type musical," said Robbyn
Pauley, sophomore from Brownsville. "Kind
of a junior 'Grease."'
Pauley plays Martha. owner of the local
malt shop in which the play is set. Since preparJtions for Homecoming are underway. there
are a variety of plot.s revolving around lhe different characters.
One story is that of Alex and Alice. Alex
Fenton, played by Eric Evans, junior from
Carlyle, Ill, is the o;chool's star quarterback.
Alice is the newest member of the local gang,
The Yellow Jackets. Chnshell Staw;e, junior
from Draffenville, plays Alice.
• She used to hang out with Alex," Stause
said. 'Then ~he ~tarts hanging out wilh the
leader of the Yellow J;u;kets. Finally she figures out that quitting school is not a good idea
and -;tarts going out with Alex."
Stause o;aid she loves playing Alice, whose
pcr~onality is \cry different from her own.
"I never was the bad girl in high school, so
now it's fun to be her for a bit,'' Stause said.
Another subplot in the play circulates
around Laura Carter, Gmnt High School's
pop-music critic. When Laura, played by
Heidi Krug, senior from Benton, Ill., writes
rock 'n' roll 'tar Curtis Jackson to tell him his
music is outdated. Curtis begins a quest to find

Laura. said Jenni Parmer, freshman from
Memphis.
"Laura want~ to be a rock 'n' roll star,"
Parmer said. "When Curtis has a falling out,
they get togelher and help each other out,"
Another story revolves around Bertha and
Wilbur, two romantic nerds. Bertha is a quiet.
sweet little nerd whom Wilbur ha.'i a CI'Ush on.
said Eryn Murray. fre!.hman from Lexington.
"Wilbur i'> a really typical nerd," Murray
said. "He's really sweet, and he has a huge
crush on Bertha."
The story is propelled by other characters
such us Sandra Harper, ptJblic relations adviser to Cunis Jackson, and Tillie, a wailress at
the malt shop.
Prior to rbe show this year is the pre-show
entertainment. Elvis, Buddy Holly and Jerry
Lee Lewis impersonators will perfonn for 30
minutes before the show begins. Audience
members can dance along with the music in
the aisles during the pre-show.
Last year. '"The Adventures of Stuart little"
was presented to more than 7,000 schoolchild·
reo. This year, area schools were invited to
attend the play during the course of three days
at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
"Pompadours and Poodle Slcirt.s" will be
shown at 7 p.m. today and Saturday and ar
2:30p.m. Sunday in Lovett Auditorium. Families and members of the community, along
with students, are encouraged to attend. The
play is intended for all ages.
Tickets for the show are sold on a lirMcome. fir..t-servcd basis. Admission is free to
all students with a Racereard and $1.50 for
everyone else.
For more information on "Pompadours and
Poodle Skirts" phone the theater and dance
department at 762-4421.

February 15, 2002

le to Murray

Karri WurtWThe News

Kevin O'Neal, senior from Murray, and Joey Judd, junior from Hardin, perform a scene as an announcer
and Buddy Holly in the Murray State theater production of "Pompadours and Poodle Skirts."

Go to thenew .org for coverage of
last night's evening with Danny Glover.
Not Internet savvy?
Watch for the article in next week's edition
of The Murray State News.

"CA$H IN A FLA$H"
Loans 011 Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales
Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • 1V's • Stereos

FiRSTMurBAPTIST
ray ,

K entucky-

Musical Equipment • Coins • jewelry • Sta1nps
Baseball Cards • Antiques • Miscellaneous

713 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30o.m. - 7:30p.m.

Looking for a local church home?
Try Murray's First Baptist Church
Looking for a dynamic preacher?
Try Murray 's First Baptist Church
Looking for a Bible study group for university
students?
Try Murray's First Baptist Church

MSU school of

Agriculture career Fair
One Busine88 Suit.
One Resume.
Years of Growth.

Wednesday, February 27
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Awards Banquet
® 6:30p.m.

Join us this Sunday
8:30am contemporary service
(1st, 3rd, 5th Sundays)
9 :30 am Bible study
10:45 am worship service
203 S. 4th St
Murray• 7 53-11 7 6
web: http:// www.fbcmurray.org
e-mail: fbcmurray@fbcmurray. org

curris center Ballroom

-
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P.H.A.T. comedy comes to Murray
BY EMILY BLACK
C O LLEGE liFE EDITOR

In addition to the different concerts
and lectures Murray State has welcomed
to its campus over the past two semec;ters, comedy will make its way to campus Feb. 16 when P.H.A.T . Comedy Jum
comes to Lovett Auditorium.
P.H.A.T. Comedy Jam feature:; the
comedy of Jay Phillips and Shang.
Phillips and Shang have appeared on
Black
Entertainment
Telev i s ion · ~
··comic View'' and HBO's "Def Jam
Comedy."
"This whole thing is to let people have
fun while puuing educational and multicultural activities hand in hand," Bruce
Jeffers. senior from New York. said.
Phillips is a comediun from Washington, D.C .• and has been a member of the
Improv comedy group. Phillips is known
as a hip hop comic and often uses his
comedy to analyze America' s social
structure. P.H.A.T. Comedy Jam will be
Phillip's college dehut.
Shang is a comedian from Brooklyn,
New York, and began his comedy career
when a friend bet him $50 to get on
stage during an open mike at a local
comedy club. He has been performing
comedy around the country ever since.
In addition to performing on '"Def Jam
Comedy" and ··comic Viev. ," Shang
also has performed on TV shows such as
"Politically Incorrect," "NBC Comedy
Showcase,·· ''VH l 's The List ,'' 'The
Newz," "Comedy Central ' s Comic Justice" nnd "Russell Simmons One-World
Music Beat" and was rwmed '"Best of the
Fest" at HBO"s Aspen Comedy Festival
Special . Shang also has made g uest
appearances on ''The Jamie Foxx Show''

and ..The Parenthood." He will be featured on several international televised
shows in Japan. Ireland. London and
Amsterdam.
Shang also has released "Shangry! ,'' a
CD featuring his comedy and poetry.
P.H.A.T . Comedy Jam is being
brought to Murray Slate by Rrattler
Entertainment. Rrattler Entertainment is
a student-run organization composed of
Jeffers, Chanta Anderson. senior from
Louisville. and Jos Holman. sophomore
from Evansville. Ind.
"The reason that I have worked to get
thil. show here is not only to promote
different programs or campus activities,
but also to celebrate Black History
Month and focu' on multicultural activitie,," Jeffers s aid.
"We all put our three flavors together
and just started working on putting
things wgether." Jeffers said.''[' m a student, and I think it is a pos itive thing for
a student to be putting this together."
Jt:ffers said Anderson mainly works
on coordinating their events, Holman on
manag ing and coordinating and on getting events for Rrattler Enrertainment
and promoting busine,s.
Jeffers :-.aid he began his career when
he was hired at B.E.'I'.
"I lived a block away from the B.E.T.
oftices," Je ffers said. "I sent my resume
over to its offices and was called back
for a j ob the same day. Having this
opportunity and working at B.E.T. has
been a real bles-;ing for me."
Jeffers is originally from th~ Virgin
Islands, but has lived in New York for
most of his life. Jeffers said he ended up
in Murray after a friend began talking
about ' Murray State's track program to
him.
··1 was on my way to Canada because I

had already been accepted to a school
there. but when I heard about Murray
State, I decided to come down and check
it out," Jeffers said ...Murray was quiet
and nice. It's different. You find a lot of
different cultures, races and religions
around here."
Jeffers said he began Rrattler Entertainment while living in White College
and met Anderson and Holman. He said
the name Rratller Entertainment came
from hi\ nickname.
"Everyone thought it was weird when
I had a fax machine hooked up in my
dorm room, but I want to get into the
recording industry, and this is a stepping
stone for me,'' Jeffers said.
Although Rrattler Entenainment is the
main sponsor of P.H.A.T. Comedy Jam,
Jeffer:; said he has received help from
other people and campus organizations
such as Phi Beta Sigma, Alpha Phi
Theta, the Black Student Council, Mike
Young and Bill Benriter.
"They have all helped me a lot with
the physical work as well as the promotion of the event,'' Jeffers said.
Jeffers said some proceeds from the
show will be donated to the victims of
the Sept. II terrorist attacks and the
Sydney and Cavelle Jeffers Scholarship
Fund, which was formed by Jeffers himself.
"I feel pretty strongly about this
event," Anderson said. '"Every time
we've put something together it has
worked really well."
The P.H.A.T. Comedy Jam will be
held at 8 p.m. Saturday at Lovett Audi·
torium. Tickets are $7 in advance ond
$10 at the door. For more information or
to purchase tickets phone 767-9114.

Chanta Anderson/Guest

Bruce Jeffers. senior from New York Cityt runs Rrattler Entertainment. Rrattler Entertainment will sponsor P.H.A.T. Comedy Jam at 8 p.m. Saturday.
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Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Daily
• Name Charms • Sax Bags * Boyd Bears (40%off) * New Scrapbook
Papers* Jolee's Boutique Stickers andltuch, Much More*

Come check out all these new goodies.
416 Main St.

753-0859

Hours

HIGHLIGHT SPECIAL

Tunn lng & Storag0 Aenlul
Ms'll Stwknts
I 0% discount off tannlna Pad<aees.
lotions. and swlmwear with MSU 1.0.

Men. ·Thurs.

OFF

753-3333

VIDEO GOLD

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767·0045.

Offer 1aod lllrw 212&102

Bring 1n this ad for 10%

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m.-10 p.m.
ftL &-Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

Yes, you' ll think you 're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahut Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

$32.00

(EI~hi.-,cl

l-lc.rcl~~~)

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

IWI!iU

T~NNINEi !iPECI~L

15 VISITS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30
Past Lowe 's on 12 1 North at Country Square • Murray

759-4944

P.S . • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY
r

The Brothers of Sigma Chi
would like to present the
Spring 2002 Gamma Xi pledge class

Justin Adams
Stetson Atcher
Jeffrey Baker
Eric Buchner
Cary Creson
Joshua Duke
Brian Falatko

"

Jared Gentry
Josh Gibson
Drew Lacey
Dennis Mernick
David Mitchell
Jeffrey Rigsby
Marcus Vaughan
"'Gb.ase Venable
:Charles Westerfield

BLUE AND GOLD CLUB
CHECKING

1-

• Minimum of $so.oo To Open
• No Monthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First so Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
• Activity Statement Only E-Mail linages FREE
• ATM Card Available

~
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RACERS
Murray State
University

~>
MThe ~ Bank
urray
Hm~v Banking Should Be

I1J
R.AC.ERS

Murray scate
university
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'Lady.' not
acceptable
any longer
It is time to separate the women
from the girls. Actually, it's time
to separate the women from the
men wtthout using the word
''lady."
Lady, according to my handy
dandy "Associated Press Style
Book," should only "be used when
it is a courtesy title or when a specific reference to fine manners is
appropriate without patronizing
overtones."
My question is. what is more
patronizing than calling a group of
strong athletic women "ladies"?
Not much.
Newspapers all over the country
use the word lady in front of team
mascot names to distinguish
between men's and women's athletic teams. It irritates me to see
women who have worked hard to
achieve high
levels of athletic ability
branded with
the fact they
are women on
their uniforms
and by the
media. They
are
Racers,
plain and simple, to me.
Really, is
the
word
"lady'' necessary on team
lAURA
uniforms? I
seriously
DEATON
doubt that any
"I serio~sly person
is
~ gomg to step
doubt that any into
the
Regional
Speperson is
cial
Events
going to step, Center. watch
these beautiinto the
ful
women
Regional Spe- play and say,
cial Events "Dang Darryl,
man
Center, watch them's
boobs!"
Also. in
these beautiful
newspapers ,
women play as you may
and say, 'Dang have noticed
Darryl, them's in "The Murray
State
man boobs!" News," the
word can easily be omitted
from
the
sports section .
You ' II never
see it here.
Instead. you ' II see either Racers or
women's basketball (I'm the chief
copy editor. I have some say in
these things.)
Maybe my irritation stems from
my high -school days. I myself
played basketball and had the
utterly ridiculous and oxymoronic
name "Lady Knight" embroidered
on my uniform. What is a "Lady
Knight" anyway, a woman in an
iron skirt?
Or maybe my irritation stems
from some people who think they
can treat these "ladies" different
than they ' d treat men. My favorite
example comes from the Jan. 21
edition of the "Racer Insider." The
headline read, "MSU's blonde
bombers mal\.e immediate impact,"
with accompanying subheads of
"The City Girl" and "The Country
Girl." Despite this looking like
some twisted " Playboy" article. the
"Racer In~ider" would never have
an article about male athletes titled
in that fashion.
We'll move on from the issue
that the Racers mentioned 10 the
article in question are women and
not girls
I ask, nay. I demand. that the
" Racer Insider" publish a similar
article about Chris Shumate titled,
"Brunelle babe !ihoots up storm"
with subheads of "The City Boy"
and "The Mamma' s Boy." It' s not
going to happen. but I can dream,
right?
Really, all I want is for our University's talented women athletes
to be recognized as Racers. Maybe
I'm wrong. but when I wear my
Racer T -sh1rt on campus, l want
people to associate the shirt with.
not only the men's athletic teams,
but the women's teams as well.
Until then - Susan Tackeu,
Demse McDonald, Eniko Verebes
and all the other women Racers in
all sports - keep up the good work.

Sports Talk

l..al4ra Deaton is chief copy editor
fo r "Tilt! M!4rray State News. "

SmGLETDH Tm saoTs roa M
bad'IJl 7-3 record going
Singleton was moved from power forward to
Break, but then lost eight center after sophomore Andi Hornig was forced to
of its
tO games, including key the sideline with patella tendinitis after 16 gallle$.
Ohio Valley Conference losses to Junior guard Chrh Shumate applied for a medical
Tennessee T~ ~IIStin Peay. Eastern redshirt after a stomach virus limited him to 78 minDlinois, Morehead Stale and Eastern utes in four early-season games. and senior guarti
Kentucky. Since then, the Racers bave recorded a Rashard Harris. also a transfer. suffered a seasonfour-game winning-s~ inoludjng • up111 of ending ACL tear Jan. 12 at Austin Peay. Those
TIU, the top team in dte OVC.
injuries led to more playing time for Henderson.
Two key contributors to that winning !Jtreak and
Singleton said the injuries have forced each
MSU's improved overal1 play in recent we.:ks are healthy player to work harder.
two junior transfers r center James Singleton and
"The people on the court know that they' re going
guard Antonio Henderson.
to have to play the majority of tbt minutes, so
Singleton .said the team had its focus in the WfOOJ we've had to buckle down." Singleton said.
place during the to~ing streak.
Singleton said the Racen. have successfully dealt
"We were playing as mtPviduals," Singletpn !laid. with doubts from the community about the team's
"We weren't play ins 'I a team. When we came out ability to win under the direction of the current
stropg, that's when everybody was gening used to coaching !>taff.
~ti other. il'owlld the middle. everybody w~ tty'The coaches aren't the ones on the court," Sinto do tlieir own thing."
gleton said. "They prepare us to the best of their
in~n. who is nicknamed "Chicago" .... his ability. and it's up to us to go out and do what they
metown, has led MSU in reboundina 14 times in tell us. If we mess up, it's on us. When people
24 games this season, and leads tllfOv.-c:,w ith an blame the coaches, that's really not called for. If the
average of 9.7 rebounds per ~ ifltiuding an coaches could go out on me court and play, trust
lftl'age of 10.5 per conference fintC? i~·
me, they would."
Henderson also bas increased his performance
Singleton and Henderson said they have handled
inst conf~ce opponents. 1ti:. averages 9.8 the tmnsitio'l~romjunior college to MSU well.
points ~r g~~ teams. two p<!inll~'
~of the game is sped up a little, and
higher than bisove~. His 3-point sh~·
ate much bigger and quicker," said Hening also hi\S improved, from 33 percent overall to
,00 averaged 24 pPints per game in two
41 percent in confercn~ games.
seasons at Atlanta Metro Junior College. ''I bad to
H~n said the team's impro~ play is adjust to that, and since I did it's been pretry~n."
bqely because of eiich player's team-oriented
Singleton. who averaged 12 points and 13.5
a~b \0 each pme.
rebounds per game in two seasons at Pearl River
"On the-:cou~ we..
the ball more," Hender- Junior College in Pearl River. Miss.. said the
son said ....l111 1be. ~~·
~we el a lot of ball rever- biggest difference bas been the larger number of
sals and ld ~
d take the people at MSU and the increased work ethic.
open shot instead of
n the court and
"At JUCO. everybody's more laid back.'' Single·
taking a quick shot."
ton said. "Here, you've got to put more work into it.
Singleton. who also leads the RaCers with 1.9 lf your work ethic i<; not that good. you won'~ 9A
blocks per game. said the team's increased defen- good. The tran!.ition for me \\-as not that bar~
sive intensity also has spun:ed the wiMing streak.
Henderson said his goal prior to the season was to
..Our defense is on ~level right now," Sin- have some important role on lhe team. He is now
gleton said. "We've alwa~ biM. Ihe offense, it was the first substitute off the bench each game. backing
just the defense we were lacki..,.,.
up senior guard Justin Burdine and junior guard

Kevin PPSCheL
•<wtten 1 first came in, I just wanted to contribute
and play a part in the team," Henderson said. "I
knew that I had to be a threat. I have to give all 1
can and help the starters by giving positive minutes."
Henderson. who has carried the nickname "Silo..
since his days in junior college, has been successful
because. based on his demeanor, teams do not
expect him to be as productive a:. he has been.
"He's our silent assassin," Singleton <;aid. "He's
quiet, but be's deadly at the same time."
Singleton said Assistant Coach Anthony Boone,
former assistant t.:oach at Ole Miss, will help him
reach one of his goals at MSU - becoming a better
player near the basket on offense.
"J didn't have any post moves when J came
here," Singleton said . "One of my main goals was
to learn from Coach Boone and gain some weight.
I also wanted to bring the skills I had in junior college here It's making a good impact with the
team."
Singleton said Richard Mathis, his head coach at
Pearl River, helped him decide to come to MSU by
telling him how much Head Coach Tevester Anderson could help his game.
"In pl'actice, (Anderson) points out the key things
we need to work
Singleton said. "He tells u.
that he's ~een great players, and he's seen great
playen. that went down because they didn't want to
listen. Everything ht tells me. I listen to."
Singleton and I lenderson, who will be seniors
next ~eason along with Paschel and forward
Anllonc Whelchel, are expected to be team leaders
on and off the court next season. Singleton said they
will ~ prepared to fill that role.
"We've seen the way (Burdine) and Rod
(Thomas. senior forward) handle things. and when
it gets to a time when the team is feeling down, we
have to keep their headt> up," Singleton said.
Singleton said his and Henderson' s productivity
will continue through the remainder of the year.
"Nobody expected me and Antonio to do what
we' ve done this season," Singleton said. "Just
expect us to play hard for the rest or the seac;on.''

on:·
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Thoroughbreds ready to begin season
Bv CHRIS JuNG
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The bright shining sun and a coot,
crisp wind not only display true
Murray weather. but also signify the
beginning of yet another exciting
baseball season.
The 200 I Murray State Thoroughbreds finished higher than their
critics' expectation~ w1th a 28-26- I
record before losing to Eastern Kentucky in the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament 13-3 la.~t season. This
-.ea<;<>n. the predictions are -;ornewhat the same as the ' Breds are
picked to finish fifth in the OVC.
Head Coach Mike Thieke. coach·
ing his ninth season. sees the predictions a'> inspiration.
"Stuff hke that is simply bulletin
board material," Thieke said. "I

believe that th1s team is better then
the No. 5 position. We got better at
the end of last year and we have
some real experienced guys coming
back."
MSU will rely on pitching.
improved defense. and clutch play
from their seniors. includmg short·
stop Mike Voyles, ourfielder Billy
Moore and relief pitcher Rick
McCarty.
Volyes was saddled with back
injuries la'>t season. and had his play
altered at times. He still managed to
bat .287 in 52 games and maintain a
.930 fielding percentage.
Moore wilt be the team's leadoff
man and will have the job of sparking the offense. Last sea~on, Moore
led the ' Breds in hitting w1th a .382
aver.tge and on-base percentage at
.473.

McCarty led the OVC in saves
last seac;on with eight and had a 4- I
record in 24 appearances.
Offensively. Thieke will be
tweaking several spots in the lineup
in order to give the power hitters
more RBI opportunities.
Last sea-;on, junior first baseman
Bret McCutchan hit in the No.2 sp<>l
where he did mostly situational hitting. Th1s year, however, he witt
move down to the No. 3 or 4 position
in the hneup where he will have even
more RBI opportunities than last
season \\-hen he broke the club
record with 57.
Junior outtielder Garner Byars
also will drop in the lineup to the No.
5 or 6 spot where he will be given
the chance to drive in more runs.
"Most of the time. the rive and six
hllters are going to be hining with

guys on base," Thieke said. ''Therefore. a guy like Byars will have a little bit more freedom and help us
more than ever."
Junior intielder Ronnie Seets. who
will hit for h1s third year in the No. J
spot. will be another contributor for
th1s team. Sects was third in team
h1ttmg last year with a .331 average
in 49 game~.
Sects said he thinks the 'Bred~
will prove the, critics wrong.
"Sure. we' re going to run into
~orne better baseball teams," Sects
said. "But if \\oe just play sohd bao;eball. we ' II have some of those coach·
es rethinking their prediction.''
From a pitching standpoint, the
' Bred.'> should be solid. After losing
Aaron Russelberg to the minor
leagues and several other pitchers to
gmduation. a couple of spots opened

up. and they have been filled by
potential stand-outs.
rn this depanments however.
Thieke said he and his team wilt look
to sophomores Jesse Rhoades and
Bart Peach, who will be fixtures on
the mound along with senior Mike
Noonan.
Traditionally. teams will have
themes or phrases that represent their
goals or their character. However,
Thiele makes hi~ team's main goal
an ea-;y one.
"To win," Thieke said. "I want
thi!> team to win 30 plus games and I
wam to win tht OVC championship.
That is our tean1'!. ultimate goal."
The 'Breds open their season
today at Southeast Louisiana and
kick off their home seac;on next Saturday in a doubleheader with
Bradley.
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Justin Burdine;

Eniko Verebes
Justin Burdine
and Eniko
Verebes are in
this week's Ra<:er
SportLight,
Burdine, senior
guard, earned
OVC player of
the week honors
last week.
Burdine scored
74 points '(24.6
ppg) in the Racers' three wins for
the Racers.
Burdine became
the 29th player in

Remington earns fourth OVC
Rookie-of-the-Week honor
After scoring a career-high 22 points against
Austin Peay and averaging 16.7 points and 5.7
rebounds per game during the last three women's basketball games, freshman guard Rebecca Remington collected her fourth Rookie-ofthe-Week award from the OVC last week.
In her record· setting game ag<tinl>t Austin
Pcay. Remington went 7-for-10 from the tield.
including J·tor· ~ from the 3-point line and 5for-6 from the free-throw line. Prior to this performance. Remington racked up 21 poinlS in a
win over Tennessee State along with another
career-high nine rebounds.

in the No. I doubles while Gondim and Hoyem
defeated Armstrong and Hauser 9-7 in the No.
2 doubles. Bahri and Scbmidbauer were unsuccessful in giving the Racers the complete sweep
by losing to Lester and Schitter 8-5.

Women's tennis splits shutouts
with Middle Tennessee, Belmont

The Murray State women's tennis team
experienced both ends of the spectrum last
week by getting shutout 7-0 by Middle Tennessee State and sweeping Belmont 7-0.
In the match against Belmont, M>phomore
Melissa Spencer won at the No. I singles, beatmg Alba Garcia 6-1, 7-6, and senior Kerry-L~a
Glass won the No. 2 singles over Starr Steffn.
Men's tennis team sweeps
er 6-1.6-3. Freshman Jaclyn Leeper was vict()rious in the No. 3 singles over Laura Dehann 6match at Eastern Kentucky
o. 6-4. Senior Maria Alonre won at the No. 4
By sweeping all six singles matches and singles, beating Lides Valera 4-6, 6-2. 6-2.
winning the doubles point. the MSU men's Freshman Jennifer Ward beat Carrie Osborne
tennis team (3-2) .swept Eastern Kentucky 7-0. 6-1, 6-1 m the No. 5 singles, and junior
Senior Nikola Aracic won the No. I singles Annette Steen completed the singles sweep by
over Seth Houser 6-4. 7-6. and freshman Fred- downing Burgandy Moss 6-1. 6-2.
dy Sundsten won the No.2 single.' by downing
In doubles action, Leeper teamed with Ward
Chase Armstrong 6-1, 6-4. Junior Thiago and won the No. 2 doubles over Dehann and
Gondim wali victorious in No. 1 singles, beat- Steffner 8-4 while Alonte and Steen won at the
ing Luke Recker 6-4. 6-4. Sophomore Alex • No. 3 double~ over Osborne and Stephanie
Hoyem was succcs~ful in the No. 4 singles, Freese 8-2 to give MSU the point. Garcia and
dc:feating Ahin Cheng 6-2. 6-1. Sophomore Valera defeated Glass and Spencer 8-6 to keep
Zukaria Bahri won at the No.5, singles beating MSU from getting the complete sweep.
Lee Lester 6-2, 6-1. and junior Mike Schmidhauer won the No. 6 singles over Ross Schitter
MSU takes third at sectionals,
6-2.6-2.
Aracic and Sundstl!n teamed up in the dou- waits for word on championships
bles portion of the afternoon and defeated
The Murray State rifle team, which hosted
Cheng and Reckc:r 8-4 in the eight·game pro set this year's NCAA Seclionals, will have to wait

MSU history to
reach 1,000 points
in his career.
Burdine scored
21 points at Tennessee State, 29
agam~t Tennessee
ifech and 24 ver,sus Austin Peay.
Verebes, senior
guard, dished out
15 assists and had
eight steals in two

games for MSU.
Verebcs averaged seven
points, five and a
half rebounds,
seven and a half
ASSists and four
steals in two
games last week.

FastFact

OVC Men's
Standings

On Feb. 19,
1984, pole-sitter
Calc Yarborough
joins racing l~·g
end Richard Petty
:as the only backto-hack winners

OVC Men's
Basketball Schedule

x-Tennessee Tech
Mort!head State
Murray State
Austin Peay
E.1stcm rtlinois
Tennessee-Martin
Tcnncssee State
Eastern Kentucky
SEMO

of the NASCAR
Daytona 500 with
a narrow victorv
over Dale Earn:
hardt; Darrell
Waltrip and Neil
Bonnett.

S•tuni.ly
A u~tin Peay @ T~nnl'~oee Tech, I

12-1
7-5
7-5

p.m.
Morehead State ·01 Eastern Ken·
lucky, 6:30 p.tn.
TcnflCSI;t'e-Martin 0 E!lstt>m llli·
nois, 7:10 p.m
Murray State 0 SEMO, 7::30

7-5
6-5
5-7
6-7
3-10
2-10

Monday
Au~lin Peay@ Mon-ht.ld State,
6:30pm.
Eastern Jlltnois@ SEMO. 1 p.m.
1 cnnessee State G Tennessee Tech.
7:30p.m.

x-dmched regular season title

OVC Women's
Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State
LIT-Martin
SEMO
Eastern illinois
Tennessee State

and see if their aggregate score of 6168 will be
enough to earn them a berth in the NCAA
Championships.
MSU's combined 4624 in smallbore and
1544 in the air rifle was good enough for third
place at sectionals. Sophomore Morgan Hicks
was the individual leader for MSU. Hicks
scored the second-highest smallbore score with
a 1174, and the third-highest air rifle score with
a 391 to give her an overall aggregate of 1566.
Freshman Roben Purdy was second on the
team with a 115~392=1542 and freshman
Crystal Dove wac; right behind in third with a

11-2

7.-5
5-7
5-7

4-8
3-8
2-11

The University of Kentuclcy's blue team led
the sectionals. scoring an aggregate marie of
6211, including 4662 points out of a possible
4800 in smallbore. Tennessee Tech finished in
second in front of MSU with a 6175.

Track and field team finishes
third at Southeast Missouri

MSU Rugby defeats WKU,
prepares for Tennessee Tech

The Murray State men's and women's
indoor track team placed third at the Southeast
Missouri indoors meet on Saturday with 36
points. Host SEMO won the event with 71
poinlS while MSU finished in third, three
points behind second-place San1ford.
On Lhe men's side. MSU was led by junior
Deswell Gardiner who finished second in the
triple jump with a jump of 48 feet, 7.5 inches.
Senior Jon Cargil and sophomore Brian Knippen finished first and second respectively in
the weight throw
On the women's side, freshman Jamie Nomburger finished fust in the weight throw.
sophomore Devon Terry placed second in the

The Murray State rugby team defended its
four-game home winning streak with a 24-0
shutout of Western Kentucky.
MSU was led by senior 8-man Geoffrey
Gainford who scored nine points. Senior
winger Wade Andrews. junior second row
Jamico Sands. and graduate student center
Jeremy Balcer all contributed with five poinlS.
MSU will attempt to extend their home winning streak to five games Saturday against
Tennessee Tech at I p.m. at the intramural
fields.

1166-373=1539.

Source: Workman

............

Pubhshmg

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Chris lung.

Intramural Basketball

Grttk Ltquu

Standings

Froumlty

l.nidtntial CallesMtn

s~turday

Ausbn Peay@ Tennesnee Tech, 3
p.m.
Morehead State 0 Ea~m Kentucky,
4::10 p.m.
T~Martin G &stem Illinois.
5:15p.m.
Murray State 0 SEMO, 5:30p.m.
Mond.ay
Austin Peay@ Morrill'ad State, 430
p.m.
Eastern filinoU. 0 5al0, 5:30 p.m.
T~ Stat\' 0 Murray State, 7
p.m.

l'hursday

'rcnr1l'ssee Slate@ Ed.,tern Illinois,

Soccer announces additions
to team for 2002 season
The Murray State soccer team signed six
players Monday who will play for the 2002
squad, including one loCal athlete. The list
includes midfielder/defender Stephanie Falatko
from Peoria, 111., midfielder Jessica FioraneiJi
from Collerville, Tenn.. midfielder/defender
Courtney 0' Bryan from Greenwood, Ind.,
midfielder Lisa Pfeiffer from Lexington. forward Kristin Robertson also from Lexington,
and Murray native, midfielcler/defender Tai
Orten.
The squad opens its season with an exhibition Aug. 18 at home against Midway College.

OVC Women's
Basketball Schedule
lQ-3
84

high jump and senior Natalie Chandler finished third in the high jump.

Thursday
Trnnes-« Stille@ Eabtem lllinoi,s,

,7,10 p m.
l!astern Kentucky 0 Murray State,

5:15p.m.

7:30p. m

Morehead State CJ UT ·Martin. 5:30

WMe
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Pi Kappa Alpha presents
the Gamma Omicron pledge
class for Spring 2002.
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Fresbman
Year
Leaders
Needed
(Formerly lmown as Fall '0' Leaden)

r

!

Matt Blanchard

(.

Remember how helpful yow- Fall '0' Leader was?
Come be a part of this exciting program

,(aay H~r~iso_.. n

,.

~

..

Requirements:
• Must have completed go hours by the end of the
Spring 2002 sernem:er.
• Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA
• Must have excellent communication skills
Applications are available in the
Student Affairs Office, or download from
'lhe Murray State website,
then click on Student Affairs.

casey crane

*APPLICATION DbADLINS: MARCH8, 2002*
Must be turned in the Student Affairs Office
And must sign up for an interview time.
Interviews will be conducted in Ordway Hall
On March 11, 12, and 1g, 2002

Kyle Chandl~r)
:-. ·
..,
•

#

Ben

'

'

I

~

-..

.
vl:1'l'

·'

~~t

·:r:

<'11' ';:

~

Goodfficln "" ',. ,:Jo~ft· TubbS
Chase Wallace

·•
Information sessions will be held on February 25 and March 5
At 5 pm in the Curris Center 'theatre,
You may attend either session to find out more or call:
Paul Naberezny at 162-6860
Mike Young at 162-6831
Paula Hulick at 762-5344
Jennifer Young at 162-3036
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MSU sweeps APSU in key conference games
Racers' win streak
extends to four games
BY JusnN

McGILL

SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State continued its rise in
the Ohio Valley Conference <>landings Saturday with a 78-68 win
over Austin Peay. The victory,
which came two days after the Racers handed first-place Tennessee
Tech its fir11t conference loss of the
season, gave MSU a 7-5 conferen-ce record ( 13-11 overall). tied
for second with APSU ( 12-14 ),
•·coming down the stretch, when
we had to make plays we made
plays," Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said. ''That was the key
to the game. We're playing better
than we played early on.''
The game was the fourth in eight
-days for the Racers.
"That's tough. especially when
you're playing seven players,"
Anderson said. "We gm a little leg
weary in the last I 0 minutes of the
game. and that was expected."
The game progressed in much
the same wa) as the win over TTU.
APSU held a small lead for the first
nine minute~ of the game. After
tying the score at 15-15 with 11:14
left in the first tialf, MSU scored
seven unanswered points to rake its
biggest lead of the first half. APSU
closed the gap to 32-30 with 2:08
to go before halftime, but the Racers answered with an 8-2 run to
take a 38-32 lead.
Murray State quickly expanded
its lead. going on an 11-2 run to
begin the second half. APSU cut

the deficit to three points on two
occasions. the last of which came
at 68-65 with 3:10 left in the game.
The Racers closed the game on a
10-3 run.
Senior guard Justin Burdine
scored a co-game-high 24 points
for the Racers. After making only
two of nine field goal attempts and
missing all four of his 3-point shots
in the first half. Burdine went 6for-9 from the field, including 3for-4 from 3-point range, in the
second.
Also scoring in double figures
for the Racers were junior center
James Singleton (14 points). junior
forward Anti one Whelchel ( 13)
and sophomore forward Cuthbert
Victor ( 12), who grabbed a gamehigh nine rebounds. Junior guard
Kevin Paschel dished out a gamehigh five assists.
APSU guard Nick Stapleton. the
second-leading scorer in the OVC.
scored 24 points, 16 of which came
in the first half. Victor guarded
Stapleton much of the <>econd half
and did not allow an uncontested
shot.
"lt's hard to shoot over Cuffy
Ryan Brooks/The News
because his arms are :;o long," Murray State junior forward Antione Whelchel drives around a defender during the Racers' 78-68 win Saturday over Austin Peay.
Anderson said. "He's not the Whelchel scored 13 points in the victory, which put MSU and APSU in a tie for third place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
quickest guy out there, but he did a
great job of stopping penetration. in the pa:;sing lanes more. When fiflh·place Eastern Illinois, which son with home games at 7:30p.m.
"We're in the thick of the race
That was one of the keys to our you do that and they're getting ha~ recorded 24 consecutive home Thursday against Eastern Ken- now," Anderson said. "Tennessee
success."
ready to throw the ball, nine times wins. Results were unaYailable at . tucky and at 7 p.rn. Feb. 23 against Tech is perhaps going to win the
regular season championship. but
Murray State forced 19 turnovers · out of 10 they're going to throw the press time. MSU will play at Morehead State.
Anderson said the team has a we're putting ourselves in a posiin the game.
ball away because they don't have Southeast Missouri at 7:30 p.m.
legitimate chance at being success- tion to make a run at something
"Our defensive intensity has anybody to throw to."
Saturday.
even bigger than thnt."
picked up," Singleton said. ''We're
The Racers played Thursday at
The Racers close the regular sea- ful in the conference tournament.

Wom~n's
BY CHRIS JUNG
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

After struggling early in confer·
ence play, the Murray State women's basketball team (10-12. 5-7
Oh1o Valley Conference) ha.-;
improved Its post.<>eawn chances.
The ~uad :-hot 49 percent (2143) from the field. including 55 percent (6-11) from the 3-point line. in
a 66·57 upset win over rival Austin
Peay (15-8. 8-4 OVC) last Saturday. The victory moves MSU into a
tie for fifth place in the OVC and
two and u half games out of fourth
place.
Head Coach Eddie Fields said it
was just u matter of time before the
1cam came around.
··we've been searching for the

basketball upsets third-best team in OVC

right chemistry all year,'' Fields
said. "We started two freshmen
early in the year, and we've just
been waiting for everyone to come
together."
Fre~hman guard Rebecca Remmgton scored a career-high 22
points in the win. Remington con·
verted seven of her ten attempts
from the field. i tcluding a perfect 3for-3 from the 3-point line and 5for-6 from the free-throw line.
MSU attacked with a balanced
offense and consi~teot defense that
had the Lady Governors frustrated
and held APSU to 0-6 from the 3point line in the first half. Sparked
by a jumper at the 5:28 mark by
junior forward Beth Schnakenberg,
MSU went on a 9-3 run and
widened its lead over APSU. Junior

guard Khadija Head's jumper with
four seconds remaining in the half
capped off the solid half of play and
extended the Murray lead to six at
halftime.
"Our defense makes us click,"
Fields said. •·rf you notice, we tend
to struggle when our defen.~ive performance is down."
MSU's defense wa~ just as effective in the second half as it held
APSU to 40 percent (12-33) from
the field. which included 20 percent
(3·15) from the 3-point line. Free
throws also played an importunt
role in the second hulf as the women's squad sank 16 of 20 free
throws. including II converted free
throws in the tina! three minutes.
The game ap~•red to be sealed
with 2:41 remaining in the game

after a free throw by sophomore
guard Stacey Holmes put MSU
ahead by 13. However. APSU did
not back down and went on an ll-3
run that cut the delicitto four points
with just 1:29 to go. Free throws
were a factor again as MSU sank
five of six auempts to cup off the
nine-point win. Senior guard Susan
Tackett contributed 12 points. and
\enior center Denise McDonald
scored I I point'> and pulled down
fi\'e rebounds in the win.
Remington, who had five
rebounds to go with her 22' points.
said she is optimistic about the rest
of the season.
''The potential is definitely
there.'' Remington said. "If we play
like we know how, we can beat anyone in this conference. Our goal

l<~ull

right now is just to ho.ng on, do what
we have to do and take each game
one at a time."
This year's team has at times
relied heavily on 3-point shooting in
its offen.•Hve game plan. Against
APSU, however, MSU attempted
only three 3-pointers in the first half
and eight in the second half.
"We can definitely play with anyone in this conference.·· Fields said.
"However, we are still learning how
to fini~h ballgam~ and ~till looking
for that complete confidence in our
game. The 3-pointer can be a great
weapon, but it can really hurt you.
100. I still thinl that our games are
won in the paint."
The Rucers will try to improve
their record tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.
at Southeast Missouri State.

Mu rray
State
senior guard Enlko
Verebes puts up a
shot over a defender during the Racers' 66-57 " 'in
Saturday against
Austi n
Peay.
Verebes scor ed
five points, dished
out seven assists
and had seven
steals In the game.

Ryan Brooks/
The News

Service including:

• 15 Tanning Beds
(also 2 upgrades)
• 20 min. Cyhcrdome

• Rccc1vc free packet of
tanning lotwn w/purchase
of Unlimited Tanning

• 12 min. Sundash Radios

Stand-Up Unit
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#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

Congratulations to the following ~
sisters on their scholastic achievements:
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Cellular Accessory Connection
GRAND OPENING
Cellular Accessory Connection of Murray welcomes MSU
students to visit our new store located in front of
Wal-Mart. Students, bring in your Racer Cards and
receive 10%off of all accessories.

SATURDAY, MARCH 30
1:30 PM @ SID ARENA

ON SALE

-=*Sprintrv

THIS SATURDAY,
FEB.16 -tlO AM

~

SunCom

WRISTBAND DISTRIBUTION: ~m'X~~~~ul~ .::~ s~r&lc9
Tickets available at the SIU Arena South LObby BoK Office,
FYE·Kentueky Oaks Mall· Paducah, tlcketmaater.com
or charge by phone at 618.453.5341 .

Welcome Heather McCallister

Every Saturday in February
15% discounts on haircuts, colors & highlights

tor 1110111!110: til (".Uti
For_.,,.,_ irlfo mit v• 0 - -'*-•111-tfl"l

Hours: Tues.-Sal. 9a.m.-5p.m. & Later by appointment
753-8282 • Coldwnter Rd. ( 1/2 block from University)
\
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Athletic department works on increasing attendance at games·
The Racers struggled in January, dropping to sixth in the OVC.
which may have contributed to a
drop in attendance. Since then,
they have managed to climb back
into the race.
Through last Saturday's game
with Austin Peay. total attendance
at MSU men's basketball games
this season was 3 1,154, with only
3.500 fans making it to the APSU
game televised on Fox Sports
South. Feb. 7, even less than that
(3,290) showed up to see the Racers give Tennessee Tech its first
OVC loss of the year.
For the same games on the same
dates last year, the total home
auendance for 10 games was
39,583, nearly 8.000 more than
this year so far in L2 games. The
Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech
game~ last season drew 5,471 and
7,076 respectively.
Attendance-per-game average
so far this year is around 2,600,
with last year's numbers being
almost 4,000. In an arena that
~eats 8,600, there are some reasons for being concerned, Dennison said.
"We are looking into the attendance problems and have formed a
committee called Operation Attendance to do some research to see
what we can do to get more people
at the games," Dennison said.
The department also is working
with Wann on a study of MSU
fan!\ in order to get ideas on
improving attendance.
"Murray State has a re putation
or having fans who tend to sit on
their hands," Wann said. " If you

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
SrAFF WRITER

The Murray State basketball
team has been on a streak lately
and moved into a tie for third
place in the Ohio Valley Conference after racking up big wins
over Tennessee Tech and Austin
Peay. According to some statistics, many people may not know
that.
For the first time in years. attendance is down at MSU basketball
games, and people are scratching
their heads as to why.
Murray State Athletic Director
E.W. Dennison. along with a staff
including · Assistant Athletic
Director Kenny Roth and Associate Professor of Psychology
Daniel Wann. is looking into the
problem.
"We've noticed attendance is
down at many schools this year at
sporting events, and we aren't
exaclly sure why," Dennison said.
"One possible reason ts the
amount of competition today compared to several years ago."
Dennison said competition is at
an extremely high level. Instead of
gening one or two huge games a
week on ESPN or FOX Sports.
there now are one or two huge
games a night.
"Perhaps people are staying
home watching some big conference games on ESPN instead of
coming to games. or their kids
may be involved in sporting
events," Dennison said. " We really have no definite answer to the
drop."

go to an Austin Peay or Southeast
Missouri game, the fans are more
boisterous than they are here at
Murray. That's in part because
Murray has won for so long.
You're always going to rant and
rave and cheer louder if you've
not won and you're about to than
when you've always won. You get
used to it."
The surveys were implemented
around town, and the resu lls
should be key in helping the athletic department generate ideas to
improve attendance and fan relations.
"We plan on doing another survey for football and other sports to
see how we can help improve relations with our fan base," Dennison
said. "We are going to try to get
students more involved in
pregame and halftime activities."
Denni.son and the committee
have prepared fliers to go to the
dorms for next week's home
games against Eastern Kentucky
and Morehead State. They also
continue to invite civic and church
groups to see Racer athletics at
discounted prices.
Players said they hope to see the
attendance problem resolved just
as much as anyone e lse. since the
idea of home crowd advantage
actually means something in basketball .
"The more fans we get, the more
intensity we have," junior forward
James Singleton said. "We feed
off of that. It gives us more motivation and quiets the other team."
Some students have blamed the
poor attendance on not knowing

Ryan Brooks/The News

(From left): Ashley Gamble, freshman from Hopkinsville; Dawn Johnson, senior from
McLeansboro, Ill.; Janine Perkins, junior from Georgetown, Texas; and Dana Smith, senior
from Symsonia, cheer during the Racers' win over Austin Peay Saturday at the Regional
Special Events Center. Attendance at games is down 21 percent from last season.
when the game:. occur.
"I try to come out when I know
when games are, but sometimes
games in the middle of the week
aren't advertised enough," said
Stu Schmidt, junior from Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.
Grant Apanowicz, sophomore
from Clarksville, Tenn., agreed.
"Maybe if they put up signs or

send e-mails or encourage faculty
to announce when games are,
more people would show up,"
Apanowlcz said.
With the Racers hack on track
for the OVC tourney. Dennsion
said he is ready to sec the numbers
improve.
''This whole thing is new to us.
since attendance in the past ha">

been good, but we are doing
everything we can to get more
fans to the games," Denni~on said.
MSU studentc; can obtain tickets
to home game~ for free by showing their MSU identification cards
at the door. The last two regularseason home games are Thursday
against Eastern Kentucky and Feb.
23 against Morehead State.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Murray State Board of Regents
and several student ambassadors met
with legislators in Frankfon last week
to discuss issue!> concerning the Uni·
versity.
Facully Regent Terry Strieter said
the discussion during the one-and-ahalf day trip centered largely around
the use of the :;tate· s budget.
''The purpose was just to meet the
legislators of the Gener.d A&sembly
and give them a little bit of our opin-

ions of the money of the states' budget
ought to be used and to hear their opinions," Strieter said.
Strieter ~>aid there was a good deal of
interaction on how the budget battles
are going.
"Murray State is doing better than
we were a couple of weeks ago," Strieter said.
Student Regent and SGA President
Nikki Key ~aid approximately 10-15
students. including some recent Murray State graduates. went to Frankfon •
to represent the University. Key said
the legislators were open to the stu-

dents' opinions.
"It was very productive;• Key said.
''There was just a lot of open discusSton and they were very open about
what the students had to say to them. I
think it's good for them to hear the students' voice and opinions."
Key said a variety of issues were discussed. including the the proposed
wellness center and the science complex.
"We talked with lhe governor about
the science complex and he looked at
the pictures we had there on display."
Key said,

SENATE:
President responds to faculty issues
From Page 1
Call said the meeting was positive.
''The tone. and the fact that re<~l conversation was taking place, was a real
positive thing," Call said.
Alexander said that the meeting was
productive but faculty and adrnini~tra·

tion need to address the issue of minority employment.
''First, although Murray State University has experienced substantive
growth in minoriry enrollment. I
believe we have a major problem in
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SACS:

Regents speak with legislators
BY LOREE STARK

The Murray State News

minority faculty and staff representation," Alexander said. "The faculty and
the administr.1tion must work collaboratively in prioritizing and subsequently effectively addressing lhis issue."

Campus readies for
Council's appearance
From Page 1
rankings
and
visibility
throughout the country."
Brockway said accreditation is vital to the success of a
university.
"It is a ' ·seal of approval'
from an outside evaluating
agency," Brockway said. "To
not be accredited is a black
mark on the reputation of a
university and would mean
losing the opportunity to
receive federal funding."
Flynn said it takes a very
dramatic event, such as bankruptcy or non-production. to
lose accreditation.
"However. it is quite common that following the exter·

nal review by a team of outside university ·evaluators, an
institution will have advice on
ways to improve from an
external point of view," Flynn
said. "This is not loss of
accreditation in any way but
another opportunity for the
university to take a closer
look."
University officials will be
expanding their efforts of
internal review by revisiting
the mission statement to make
sure it represents the University as it looks in 2002. Flynn
said.
''We are in the process of
developing a new committee

structure to accomplish these
tasks and have been discussing the new changes in
the process for at least a year
with various groups," Flynn
said. "Within the next several
months, we will be going to
training with SACS, which
they are just now developing,
and providing that same
development experience for
those of us here."
In spring 2004, a team of
external
examiner.s
will
review University data. visit
the campus and make recommendations ro University officials and the governing body
of SACS.
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